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Foreword

Doma, a lady tribal leader in Orissa, narrates how she became a Christian.

“Three years ago I suffered from a debilitating illness. I spent a lot of money on local

doctors but nothing worked. One day I met a school teacher who works in our village.

As we talked about many things, I shared my problem. He asked me to come to his

house that evening. He told me about the miracles of Jesus Christ. I was excited about

the stories and asked whether I could be healed. He told me that if I believed in Jesus,

He could heal me, and then he prayed for me. Within a few days I was completely

healed. Meanwhile he visited me regularly and shared tales about Jesus Christ. In time,

I put my faith in Jesus Christ.”

This story finds a prominent place in Evangelical literature. There is no need to spe-

cially mention that a debilitating illness can’t be cured simply by praying to a particular

God. It is not a question of faith. Faith can be of different types. Some faiths are blind,

some faiths are based on experience. But this is deception under the guise of faith. This

is one of the many methods adopted by the Evangelicals in India and elsewhere to gain

converts.

I disagree with the methods of the Missionaries, declared Mahatma Gandhi. Writing in

Young India on 23 April, 1931 he said:

“I hold that proselytization under the cloak of humanitarian work is unhealthy to say the

least. It is most resented by people here. Religion after all is a deeply personal thing. It

touches the heart.

Why should I change my religion because the doctor who professes Christianity as his

religion has cured me of some disease, or why should the doctor expect me to change

whilst I am under his influence?”

What is interesting to note is that a strong movement is building up within Western

Christianity itself against the practices of false conversions and mass Evangelism. The

likes of Billy Graham are facing increasing resistance within the community. Move-

ments like ‘Stop False Conversions’ are spreading in the West. However none has

started in India, and these existing movements in the West are taking time to reach out

shores. In the meantime, a lot of damage is done.

India Foundation has tried to study and know firsthand how these Evangelical activities

have damaged India’s national fabric. We especially focussed on the tribes of India and
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invited representatives of various tribes to come and present their personal experiences

at the hands of the Evangelicals.

A two-day National Tribunal was organised in Lok Kala Kendra, at New Delhi. Over

150 representatives from various tribe groups from all over India attended this Tribunal.

The Tribunal was led by Shri P.C. Dogra, former Deputy General of Police of Punjab.

The members of the Jury are listed below:

• Air Marshal R S Bedi, • Usha Goyal

• Col. P.K.Panda, • J.K.Bajaj, 

• Binod Bawry, • Sureshji  Soni

• Swami Shantatmananda • KPS Gill

• Justice V K Gupta • Bhavdeep Kang

• Justice D S Tewatia • Amb. Prabhat Shukla

• Ashok Malik

Testimonies of about 40 representatives from various tribe groups were recorded in

two days. This served as an eye-opener to everyone present. Representatives from

different tribal groups narrated graphic incidents detailing how Evangelical zealousness

is causing enormous damage to the life, culture, traditions, economy and social relations

of people in India’s tribal territories. The stories of Evangelical excesses range from

simple deception and intimidation to resorting to extreme measures like murder.

It is therefore no wonder that it is believed that Mahatma Gandhi, an avid admirer of the

Sermon on the Mount once said to an English missionary who came to see him, “If

Jesus came to earth again He would disown many things that are being done in the

name of Christianity.”

We present herewith the text of the testimonies of about 40 odd representatives, verba-

tim. A documentary based on the testimonies has also been produced by us.

We wish that the right thinking leaders among the Christian and non-Christian world

contest the unethical methods of the Evangelicals and ensure that an atmosphere of

genuine religious freedom prevails and pervades all over.

We would like to thank all those who participated in this Tribunal as judges and also

those tribal brethren who travelled far to narrate their tales of tribulations. We specially

thank Ms. Bhavdeep Kang for compiling the testimonies into a publishable format. We

also thank Shri Mohan Kumar for documenting the very candid testimonies from the

two-day Tribunal.

Director
India Foundation
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Jury

K. P. S. Gill – The tribals have their own beliefs and their own forms of worship. The

dispersal of our temples whether it is the temples relating to worship of Goddess,

worship of Shiva or Krishna, the dispersal is all over the sub-continent. Many of these

lie now in what is called Pakistan; some lie in Tibet. The geographical unity has been

disturbed and the disturbance of that geographical unity has also disturbed the tribal

culture in different ways. The rate of conversion post-independence has been much

larger and much faster than it was before independence, because what is happening

are, the west is giving up Christianity. The number of unbelievers or the atheists is

growing. Today what is binding the country together linguistically is not the linguistic

states created by the leftists, but the fact that large number of Indians speak English

and a larger number speak Hindi. These are the things which make conversation

between different parts of country easier. In 1958, nobody in Assam could understand

Hindi; but today that is not the case. In Cherapunji, there was a group of Khasi children

singing latest American songs. The great concept of the whole human race being one

family, (the original Sanskrit concept) is now being realized in the world because of

better communications, the spread of certain languages and because of the spread of

education. Unfortunately there have been attempts not towards greater integration but

towards creating fissures in the society. In England, they have now recognized after

centuries that their ancient religion which was called Ruedism is officially recognized

as such. Armenia was the first country to become Christian. It was an empire. In

Armenia itself, there were some people saying that there was a cave were there were

old figures of images carved on the walls which they say resemble the images of

Goddess Kali, and that was worshipped before Christianity came into the picture there.

The interesting thing is that recently in Mizoram on the borders of Burma they have

discovered some ancient rock carvings which are similar to carvings in different parts

of the country and show continuity of culture which existed for thousands of years.

Sanatana dharma is the basis of what India is, and everything is encompassed in that

whether it is the religion, or even evangelism, which results in a new form of Christianity,

Jury Comments
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which will be a part of the same Sanatana Dharma and an all encompassing vision

which will ultimately become the world vision.

Swami Atmananda – The main thing is that, is it really required of our country to keep

any kind of reservation to bring all the people to mainstream or to pass on the benefits?

We have grossly failed in the way this policy is being done and the way it is administered.

Now more and more people who don’t come under that get themselves declared as

belonging to so and so and they go away with the benefits. The tribal areas are being

completely swallowed by multinationals and many others. So many people are hand in

gloves with all those illegal activities. Ramakrishna Mission works in most of the

important tribal areas of this country, whether it is Chattisgarh, Arunachal Pradesh,

Meghalaya, Assam we have a good number of institutions, but what we are doing is

not sufficient. How much can a single organization do? On the other hand there are

also other developments like tremendous violent movements like Naxalites. The most

attractive idea of India is that we have every kind of faith and every kind of approach.

It is extremely important that we should preserve it. (it is the problem of food, clothes

and shelter). When the very survival i.e., food, clothes & shelter, is threatened where

ever it is available, howsoever it is available, one has to take it. Whenever there is a

vacuum, whenever there is a gap, some forces will definitely occupy all that, unless

there is a concerted effort by all those who have been educated, who have all the

advantage & have all the privileges. All the facilities and all the goods that we enjoy

are because at the cost of very labour, the very blood of those disadvantaged people.

Unless our approach is real, genuine, total and holistic all these problems will continue.

The budgetary allocations for these people are not really reaching deserving and needy

people. Unless we broaden our vision, unless we go back to our Vedic notion “there is

one truth and various interpretations”, unless we implement it fully, unless we share,

unless we care, unless we try to redress, do the needful atleast in a genuine way, these

problems cannot be solved.

P. C. Dogra - Christian population is growing very fast. In 2011, the Christian population

was 6.1%. Cripto-Christians hide their names and the fact that they are converted.

Christians conduct this movement in very large numbers. I ask them, “When you hide

your name, when you hide your caste, then why don’t you deny the reservations given

to you”? A staggering 62% of them who have converted into Christians are Cripto-

Christians. These are not there in the records and hence their population is shown very

limited. In actual fact, their population has increased a lot. Patrick Johnstone of Global
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Mapping Agency in America published a book that gives the demographics of the

number of people who have converted and about the missionary activities. He had

been asked to list 7 encouraging trends and also write about the benefits enjoyed by the

Christian Missionaries. He replied “astonishing”. There is mostly undocumented growth

of the church in India and it is really worrying. They deliberately show the numbers in

less so that there won’t be fear among Hindus that Christian population is growing at

faster level. They have made our tribals dumb and mislead them. Out of 22 million

dollar budget of Southern Baptist church in America, almost 6 million dollars is kept

aside for Christian activities. They had organized a camp in Andhra Pradesh some

years back in which American women had also come and they gathered 600 tribal

women. They mislead them by saying they will get the blessings of church and the

Christ; in 5-6 days they will get new saris. They used to tell them about church in the

morning and evening. They made a pond in which they kept Holy water. They used to

make the woman have a dip in the water and tell them they have become a Christian.

The ladies from America were given special food and other facilities. They were

acting as if they were humble and respectful. It was a fraudulent exercise.

There are two communities - Kondh, tribal and Pannas, SC. The Pannas have totally

converted into Christianity in Kandhamaal. When they got converted, their standard of

living increased; they started getting new clothes, bigger houses and education. First,

their financial status was good and second they wanted to get the benefits of being a

tribal. When they convert, they are denied the reservations of SC; then they started

fighting that they also need to be accepted as tribals. The Hindu tribes resisted this,

because of which there were communal clashes.

Shri Laksmanand who went to monitor the situation was killed by Maoists; all the

Maoists are Christians. So the Maoists along with Christians opposed the Hindus, but

this was not highlighted by the media. Another issue was of the land, majority of the

land belongs to the Kondh but it is being grabbed. From 1991 till 2007, 3042 cases of

land grabbing have been filed. Even one inch of land has not been returned till 2008.

They are maintaining their faith; they are rooted in the Hindu dharma. On the other

hand, the status of those who had converted has improved.

The situation is that they have grabbed 22 acres of land at Baragoma and 7 acres at Kahi

to build churches. R. K. Nayak, a schedule caste Panna tribe who is an ex member of Rajya

Sabha and an ex IAS officer had enjoyed the benefits of reservation whereas he is a Christian.
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The root cause for riots is conversion. Foreign funded NGOs use the money for

converting people. They make fake certificates. In Orissa, anti-conversion law was

passed in 1967; but in Kandhamaal 6 to 27% of them have become Christians after this

act. The Ranganathan Commission has given a recommendation in their report submitted

recently stating Dalit Muslim and Christians who have been converted be also given

the reservation facility. What will be the situation when these types of reservations are

implemented? There will be divisions and fights. Moreover the SC/ST’s never agree to

shed their rights, because of which there will be more conflicts and more divisions in

the society.

A big integrated movement called Ekal Vidyalaya is going on which works for

development of health and education. They have already reached 30,000 villages in the

tribal areas; their aim is to reach to 1 lakh. Why don’t we give strength and money to

this? In the Hindu society, there is no less money with the Hindu industrialists. Education

has become much commercialized. There should be some kind of sacrifice. Ekal

Vidyalaya movement is a revolutionary movement. The entire society needs to do

something about it. Then only we can stop them.

Suresh Soni : The first reason for conversion is poverty. All the work being done to

remove poverty is insufficient and has failed. Second problem is education. If people

are literate they will be able to argue and defend against the church. For example

when asked about “where is your Bible and God”, they will be able to argue back by

citing this is my Gita, my Ramayana, and my Mahabharata. My religion nowhere teaches

to convert people fraudulently.

The Government can provide education in tribal schools and colleges. But unfortunately

the state government in some states is working in the same manner as the British. First

of all tribal people should be provided legal aids. Gujarat provides legal aid and runs

according to central government policies. Through it people are being provided legal

education. Second, there should be small groups who visit different places and provide

required help. A certain type of cell should be set up, which upon receiving complaints,

or any such information about these problems, should take immediate action. This will

help keep strong, the faith of the people living here.

North-eastern hills are more beautiful than Kashmir; therefore it should be developed

for tourism so that more and more people from other parts of India visit there. It will

make these people think that they have support of people from other parts of India.
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Introduction

The Forum for Social Justice, Chandigarh, in collaboration with the India Foundation,

Delhi, conducted a workshop on “Evangelism: Impact on faith, culture, economy and

life of indigenous tribes of India at Delhi on 5th and 6th September 2011.  More than

150 representatives of tribal communities from   the North-East, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh,

Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu

participated and 35 full-length testimonies were heard by a tribunal of the Forum.

The objective was to provide a platform for people who reside in remote areas and

have no access to the corridors of power, so that their voice could be heard. Through

questioning, the jury attempted to assess objectively whether their claims of (a) terrors

and tribulations from aggressive evangelization and (b) dispossession and persecution

on resisting conversion, were, in fact, prima facie legitimate.

The other objective was to create public awareness of a problem which threatens to

snowball into a serious internal security threat. It does no good to turn away from the

genuine angst of indigenous populations, lest it grows and festers.

If nothing else, the two-day interaction showcased the diversity of Indian tribal culture

and highlighted the danger of it being swamped in a variety of external influences -

cultural, social and economic. If the testimonies are taken at face value, one must

salute the tremendous courage and resilience of people who have preserved their faith

and identities in the face of the forces of change.

It is not the intention of the Jury to cast aspersions on any particular faith or community

or in any way demonize missionary activity per se by imputing motives to all those who

work among tribal communities. The report is based primarily on the testimonies heard

at the workshop, many of which are quoted verbatim.

The testimonies have been weighed and assessed in the light of (a) the Constitution of

India which upholds religious freedom and (b) the various laws passed by state

governments that disallow conversion by coercion or inducement while protecting the

fundamental right to propagate ones religion.
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Background

Christian evangelism in India is well over 1,500 years old. Some say it began with the

advent of Thomas the Apostle in Kerala in the 1st century CE, others believe that

successive missions arrived in India from the 4th century CE onwards. It is generally

agreed that missionary activity escalated with the colonization of India by European

nations from the early 16th century CE.

The strategic targeting of indigenous tribes is best exemplified by Sir Richard Temple's

address to the Baptist missionary society in London in 1883: “Almost 1/6th of all British

subjects in India are untouchables and tribes…..their minds present a tabula rasa on

which Christianity may work.”

Fears of coercive evangelism prompted several princely states to enact anti-conversion

laws in the pre-Independence period. Similar laws were enacted by many state governments

post-Independence, forbidding the use of force or inducement or fraudulent means for

religious conversion. The validity of these laws has been upheld by the Supreme Court.

The efficacy and implementation of these laws, however, is questionable, judging by

the testimonies presented before the tribunal.

Person after person related stories of murder, assault, arson, bribery, extortion, land-

grabbing, fraud and blackmail by so-called evangelists and their associates, which

seems to indicate that the question is not one of religious conversion alone but has far-

reaching geo-political implications. The socio-economic and political dimensions of

missionary activities transcend the issue of faith and raise apprehensions of an insidious

alliance between anti-India elements, insurgents and those claiming to represent the

'Church'.

The spirit of mutual tolerance characteristic of the Indian ethos encourages diversity

and promotes the preservation of the culture, traditions, beliefs and lifestyle of our

indigenous tribes in pristine form. Ironically, this very open-mindedness has made it

easier for evangelists of all persuasions to gain a foothold in the remote areas where

four-fifths of our tribal society resides. The findings of the Jury are summarized on the

following page and elaborated on subsequent pages.
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Impact of Aggressive Evangelism on

Tribal Communities

A.  Forced Conversions

Forced conversion was a general complaint and appears to take many forms, the most

common of which is inducement. This includes, apart from free education and medical

care, material goods, cash, employment and even marriage to educated and financially

well-off Christian girls.

It follows from the above that economically deprived, socially oppressed and

educationally backward communities are soft targets for evangelists. This appears to

be all the more true in areas where the state has failed to provide even the basic

minimum to the targeted population. Poverty, illiteracy and geographical isolation thus

render tribal populations vulnerable to evangelism.

One example cited is that of Andhra Pradesh, where tribal women are lured in groups

to 'camps' by Church organizations (allegedly funded by wealthy congregations in the

US), with promises of free meals and sarees. A dip in a pond is said to constitute Baptism

and therefore conversion to the Christian faith, a fact which their families are unaware.

Services appear to come with a price tag. In mission schools in remote areas, the Bible

is compulsory reading and the tilak and any other sign of religious identity is discouraged.

One testimony from Jharkhand said that Church attendance was mandatory for mission

school students and that their parents, too, were pressurized to attend.

The various forms of inducement, blatant and insidious, are presented in the testimony

of Sudhir Raba of Gualpada, Assam.

“(The evangelists)…..sent a force of good looking boys and girls to our houses

who said they (were converts). Due to this… they were getting money and clothes

and would get their houses repaired.   They (held a) conference for two days and

provided food and tea…danced to Christian songs. They said a bigger conference

would take place in England and America and would we like to go there….Subash

Raba was taken by a Father in 1988 with the promise of getting him educated.

After 3 months the Father said he was a sinner if we did not convert to Christianity.

The boy ran away. A Hindu girl from his village was put in a hostel and all

expenses were paid by them. But the food in the hostel had beef in it, so she came

back to her home”.
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The inducement mode of conversion has proven a double-edged sword; converts have

sought to return to their old faith when the flow of “goodies” ceases, or the promised

jobs do not materialize, or the Church forbids them from migrating in search of

livelihoods. The intrusion of the Church into every aspect of their lives is another

factor that prompts converts to leave, but in doing so, they incur the wrath of their

Christian peers.

The story of Diwakar Morie, of Sambalpur, Orissa, illustrates this point:

“I met John Jojo. He was a pastor. He invited us to the Pentecostal Church. The

main pastor was Subhash Mohanty. He introduced us to other members of the

Church. They said they would pray for a good job and future for me. So I went to

Church for a year. They said some prayer, and put some water on us. After a

month, they said they would send us to Chennai  for training to become a

Father….I stopped going to Church… because they promised benefits which they

never gave us.”

Interestingly, promises of miracle cures for the sick were a recurring theme in the

testimony of the witnesses. The affected families were told that the cure would be

effective provided they converted. In Andhra Pradesh, patients in mission dispensaries

were asked to recite Christian prayers. One participant said a priest had told him the

images of Hindu Gods and Goddesses in his home had created a malevolent atmosphere,

resulting in ill health of family members.

Kalsingh Gadariya of Banswara, Rajasthan, described how illness in his house was

treated as an opportunity for proselytizing by a priest:

“My grandfather fell ill…he had a stone in his urinary system…some people

suggested visiting the Church…the pastor came to our house. He said as the

operation was to cost a lot, I should meet (another) pastor…I went to meet the

pastor…He came to our house and gave a stone. It comes from a particular fish

and if crushed, mixed with water and (drunk), the stone will melt.  Nothing

happened…we went to hospital. The pastor came again and began to perform

prayers and invited people from the neighbourhood to take part. (He) gave the

medicine to my grandfather. He said you have anxiety and tension in your house…

He also asked us to remove all the images of Rama, Krishna etc, because they

are responsible for anxiety and tension”.

In his testimony Bundia Bhai Teza Medha of Gujarat described a cure which

went terribly wrong: “A pregnant woman in our village got admitted to a hospital.

Christians said that she should pray to Christ and she would be okay…I suggested
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local medical help which was resisted by them…they brought something in a

bottle and said it was Jesu's blood and if she drinks it she would deliver the

baby. They made her drink the coconut oil. As soon as she drank it she died.”

Bipin Gowala from Tinsukhia, Assam, described how a Baptist missionary used

emotional blackmail to try and convert him: “My father was ill but the missionary

said that he will get well if I joined then. But my mother and I refused. My father

died after that.”

Intimidation through physical assault appears to be common and sometimes takes

extreme forms. Desecration of places of worship, verbal threats and arson also appear

to be commonly employed modes of coercion.

Archana Bhagat of Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh, alleged the murder of her husband at the

hands of the 'Church':

“In Chattisgarh we have the maximum number of Christian missionaries…

Foreigners bring goods to allure people to get converted into Christianity. My

husband objected…they warned him that if he does not convert he would be

killed. After threatening him, ultimately they killed my husband. They considered

him to be the leader and thought that it's wise to kill him… My husband even

lodged a complaint in police station that he may be killed….they are also

threatening they will kill me also because I am educated."

Kanjam Hangfuk of Terab, Assam described how his community is being denied the

right to practice their own religion or even to maintain a temple and are regularly

subjected to death threats and physical beatings by miscreants propagating Christianity.

“People…came to our village to close our temple….our priest was tied to a pole

and thrashed…However, we kept the temple running. ….They kidnapped us and

for six days kept us in the jungle and beat us up. Then they demanded Rs 50,000.

We somehow managed and gave it to them, along with a pig. Then they delivered

a paper to us demanding that everyone in the district convert to Christianity and

the temple (be closed)… We from Terab and Chamlong districts met the revenue

secretary. He told us to go back and open our temple. We tried but these people

from outside disturbed us again….We (appealed) to Government of India at

various levels….but nothing is happening. On February 30, 2011 we received a

paper threatening that if we reopen the temple, they will kill the whole village.”

Bundia Bhai Teza Medha from Dahod, Gujarat described how he was first offered

bribes to convert and then, when he refused, subjected to escalating levels of intimidation:

“We have a big church in our village and the father there is Medha Samji Bhai
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Ramabhai. He came to my house six times in 2008 and reminded me that I worked

for a private company earning (only) Rs 3,000 per month. He offered me a bike,

mobile and a salary of Rs 6000 per month to convert. I (refused). He told me to

(think it over)….He came again with two people, Sukhiyabhai and Kamleshbhai.

One said he knew our faith, (whereby) Lord Shiva (Shankara) lives in a shamshaan

(cremation ground), his body covered in ash. He said lord Hanuman was a monkey

and Hindu idols reflected demonic powers.  Our Goddesses were naked.

Christianity by comparison was clean, he said. If I came into their fold, I would

be happy. I declined. I was on my way from Bhavani Mandir when they asked me

to meet one of their revered persons who had come from somewhere. When I

refused, they attacked me with an axe. I got five stitches”.

Social boycott where non-Christian families were in a minority is another kind of illegal

coercive practice described by witnesses. Hillary Singh of Kandhamal, Orissa, described

his experience:

 “In 2005, I was called to a village meeting and asked to pay Rs.15,000 for the

construction of a Navi Kruto Christian Mandal Olanjori. I was surprised. How

could I donate such a heavy amount? They argued that since I am from this

village, and all are Christian except for me, I must. Because of me they said they

were losing American aid. Unless thus install Navi Kruto Christian Mandal

Olanjori, America will not support them with sufficient money, so I must become

Christian today itself. I refused. I also refused to donate such a heavy amount for

a Christian Church. Then they socially boycotted me from the village. I am a

land holder and a retired government servant and I tried my best to tackle

them, but in vain.

After 15 days they announced the order of segregation in the village. My wife

cried….I went to (see the) sub-collector. He said I was falsely saying I had been

boycotted. I told him that we had evidence/witnesses”.

B. National security: the link between insurgency and
Evangelism

The link between insurgency and the Church was emphasized. Participants from Orissa

and Jharkhand maintained there was a direct relationship between evangelists working

in their state and the Maoists. Similarly, those from the North-East said the insurgents in

their respective states had close links with the Church. It may be recalled that Tripura

Chief Minister Manik Sarkar had said the questioning of a senior Church official held

with explosives in his possessions, had established a link between the National Liberation

Front of Tripura (NLFT) and the Noapara Baptist Church. The NLFT had banned
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observance of Hindu festivals and stated as one of the main objectives in its manifesto,

the expansion of the “kingdom of Christ” in Tripura.

Similarly, Maoists played a significant role in the communal violence in Kandhamal

district of Orissa in 2007, targeting Hindu villages and households. Many of the Maoists,

participants from Orissa and Jharkhand said, are recent converts to Christianity.

The testimony of Nikhil Kanulna, a reconvert from Khuti Jila, Jharkhand underlines the nexus:

“I formed a group called Akhil Bhariya Sarna Sangathan and we started

celebrating our (Hindu) festivals and spreading the message that we should follow

our age old traditions….two to three years ago, the extremists came and talked to

the pastors and through them started putting pressure on us. They didn't say

anything directly, but…accused us of having political motivations. I got a little

scared and since the last year, we've stopped our programmes. The Maoists and

priest together removed our (local BJP) legislator (who was supporting us). They

make a Christian commander of the Maoists and that is how they work in the

area. About 90 per cent Maoists are Christians….there is a big dam that connects

Jharkhand and Orissa, which the Maoists have stopped. It is in the Maoist interest

to prevent development in the backward areas. Because if development takes

place, the base the Maoists have built will be lost.”

A testimony from Burhanam village, Assam seems to indicate that the 'Church' relies

on extremists for protection:

“We follow our indigenous religion that is called rakka…Matasu Cambay and

his family converted to Christianity …our village (custom says) a person who

follows another religion must willingly move out of our village. But he violates

our village rule with the support of missionaries. The Christian missionaries

reported this disagreement to the militants and (they) threatened us at gun point.”

In their testimonies, participants alleged that the missions have no qualms about using

anti-social elements to serve their ends. For instance, the timber and minor forest produce

mafia of Orissa's forests is believed to operate under the aegis of the Church. As one

of the tribal delegates observed regarding another delegate's complaint of illegal de-

forestation by members of the Christian community: “No one knows whether money is

coming from foreign (sources) but all the trees are being cut and made to disappear.

The Christian Father and Brothers are acting like contractors and cutting the trees

while their goons/henchmen protect them, who are none other than Christian Maoists”.

Jagdambamal, a social activist from Nagaland described how his organization's efforts
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to open a Hindu school were resisted by the “Church” with the support of militants.

“NSCIM gave a notice to the social activists of our organization to leave Nagaland

or  be killed. We closed the school for three months and spread (the word) that

due to Christian missionaries and NSCIM, we had to close the school”.

Jainchhangam from Assam works with the Haram Socio-cultural Organization, which

works for the preservation of indigenous traditions and is in direct conflict with the

'Church'. “Christians know that if we organize (ourselves) we will move forward. So

they collaborate with terrorists and threat and suppress us. They told me not to work

with this organization otherwise there will be bad consequences. Now I am in trouble.”

C. Attitude of administration and political establishment

The silence of the political class and bureaucracy with the Evangelists was a universal

complaint. Participants cited numerous examples of the apathetic attitude of law

enforcement officials, local administration and politicians in dealing with complaints

against Evangelistic aggression. In most cases, appeals to the administration – from the

District Magistrate to the Union Home Minister was left unheard. The nexus between

politicians and the Church is pronounced where the latter can provide vote-banks in the

form of neo-converts. This was true irrespective of the party in power in the state. The

party to which the local representative belonged was significant in this respect, with a

non-BJP MLA more likely to make common cause with Evangelists and neo-converts.

Nikhil Kanulna's testimony points to the fact that Christians within the

administration are sympathetic to the “Church”: “The DDC of the area supported

the Christians. She used to (attend)  the camp herself. On the 21st, 22nd and 27th

of every month, they used to hold programs spreading the message of Christianity

and enticed people to convert…the the SP during that time, Aseem Vikrant, also

supported the extremists. He was Christian.”

The story of Louisa Pradhan from Kandhamal points to a decidedly partisan attitude on

the part of law enforcement agencies. Whether or not she was framed by the police for

a murder she witnessed is not clear, but she appears to be a victim of the nexus between

the police and the “Christians” who attacked her village:

“Christians are in majority in my village. Initially Hindus and Christians were

coexisting and there was no problem. Then they threatened us over the telephone,

saying they would attack us on September 25, 2008. Around 150 to 200 people

came armed with guns and bombs.  The villagers ran into the forest. They attacked

a person named Raghav Diggal and made five cuts on his head. I saw it. Police
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reached there and took him to hospital. He died after half an hour. We were told

to come to the police station and they made us wait there for the whole night, as

postmortem would be conducted in the morning. After the postmortem when we

were returning to our village, the police told me to come back. They told me sit.

When I said I wanted to leave they scolded me and said I was trying to act as a

leader (of the villagers). They took me and another girl called Nandini to jail. We

spent 3 months and 15 days in there. Till date I don't know why”.

Raba's testimony, points to an indifference on the part of the state apparatus and the

political establishment.  Raba said: “In December 2010, they burnt 47 (of our) houses.

You must have seen on your TVs that from January 1- 15, this burning of houses

continued. No army, police, MLA, DC or any other minister went there. Nobody

came to help us even if we asked.”

Significantly, participants said converts made pro-active efforts to infiltrate the village

power-structure, by marrying Christian girls into the family of the Sarpanch or other

influential persons.

Apart from monetary and material allurement, new converts are attracted to the prospect

of being a part of an influential establishment which wields considerable clout with the

state apparatus. This sense of empowerment is reinforced when the local officials or

politicians are seen to take the part of the Church against those who resist or oppose

conversion. Registration of false cases against non-converts and failure to act on

complaints against those who enjoy Church patronage were frequent complaints.

The clout of the church is displayed by the mushrooming of churches in tribal areas.

One participant observed that while there was no temple in his village, although it housed

2,000 Hindus, there were three churches for the 1,000-odd Christian population.

Testimonies from the North-East described rapid proliferation of churches; in Assam's

Tinsukhia, there are 40 churches for every temple. In the Nilgiris of Tamil Nadu, there

are some 200 Christian trusts which run 90 per cent of the private schools and 800

churches. Subramaniyam from Tamil Nadu says: “There are 800 churches in Nilgiri

district, small and big. The government is also helping in the name of minority”.

D. Schisms within communities

Conflicts within the village community, no matter how well-integrated, appear to be a

direct outcome of Evangelistic activity. The main reason is a deliberate effort at cultural

alienation. Neo-converts, apart from repudiating their old gods, are encouraged to adopt

new habits and lifestyles distinct from the traditional tribal way of life. One of the most

contentious is cow slaughter, a practice banned in many states. Cross-border demand
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for beef, however, encourages cattle smuggling and this, when opposed by Hindu activists,

leads to violent confrontation. Thus, peaceful co-existence between converts and Hindus

becomes difficult, as the former begin to assert their distinct identity.

From Sambalpur in Orissa, we heard several stories of internal conflict. Buddhu Ram

Munda ascribes the deterioration in social harmony directly to the growth of Christianity

in the district:

“In my native village Puliya there is a Shiva temple. A bhajan mandali from

Sambalpur city went to that temple. Many doctors, professors and respected people

of the city went to take part in the religious singing and rituals. There were a few

people who reside in that village and belong to the Baptist church. The Christian

boys were given liquor by these Christians and asked to go to the program and

sing filmy songs. A clash took place. A case was registered in Shasan thana. After

two days I went to Shasan Police Station to resolve the issue through a compromise.

Word spread that I am a supporter of Hindus. No doubt I am as I am Hindu. Now

the my family are being harassed...Sambhalpur was not like this before. It's because

of Christianity, which is spreading here for the past few years”.

Weakening of community bonds in conjunction with economic deprivation, not only

exacerbates tensions within the village but provides fertile ground for anti-national elements.

E. Civil unrest & social violence

The schism within the community leads to oppression of one group by another, particularly

when caste factors come into play. Where the neo-converts belong to an influential

caste or group, they adopt aggressive tactics against the non-converts. Civil unrest is

the inevitable outcome.

Several testimonies from Kandhamal district of Orissa described how the predominantly

Hindu tribals are targeted by Maoist-backed non-tribals, who enjoy the protection of

Church organizations and are thus economically and politically powerful. Grabbing of

tribal land in blantant violation of the Scheduled Caste and the Scheduled Tribes

(Prevention of Atrocities) Act is cited as a major cause of conflict.

Another reason for social tensions is that neo-converts use the benefits of reservation

for scheduled tribes and the free education imparted by the missionaries gives them an

edge. Vaimanababu of Vishaka, Andhra Pradesh, says: “We people are studying hard,

but not getting jobs as these Christian people are taking the benefits of reservation

given to us (Schedule Tribes) to get jobs”.
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F. Forcible dispossession of indigenous people and settlement
of aliens

Participants cited instances of tribal land being forcibly occupied for building churches.

In Haflong (Assam), trees in the reserve forest are being cut by missions to settle

Christian converts. Several instances of land grab by “panna” Christians were reported

from Kandhamal district in Orissa.

Jugal Mallik, Kandhamal, Orissa says: “We have 55 plots in the name of my

father Hansuba Mallik. These 55 plots were occupied by Christians. Issac Digal

has forcibly occupied my many plots. Disha Digal has occupied my plot numbers

390, 392,394. Damodar Diggal a panna Christian has occupied my plots

353,354,355 forcibly. Munaga Diggal again a panna Christian has forcibly

occupied my many plots…..I have registered cases on them time and again but

they have not yet vacated the homes built on those plots. If I at all try to do some

farming on some of those plots they take my things from there.”

A blatant case of land-grab was reported from Gujarat, but it seems to have been more

in the nature of a reprisal against the plot-holder for having re-converted to Hinduism

after having been ordained as a missionary. This is the story of Puniabhai Ukadia of

Tapia, Gujarat:

“I have two bighas of land and they wanted to grab it (so) they filed a case

against me….they told me to go to places assigned to me for missionary activity. I

declined and said I believe in my kuldevi. They took me to civil court and offered

me 3 lakhs to settle. Then lost and took their case to the sessions court. I won and

they offered 5 lakhs to settle. Finally they brought their case to Gujarat High

Court. A Judge advised me to settle for 15-20 lakhs. I won the case but my land is

with them. They say they will give it back if I convert.”

Instances of village common land being given over to the “Church” were also cited.

Baikobhai Pawar from Gujarat said:

“The Christians…wanted to make a church in the Gausar area. We told them that

Gausar area is for the cows to graze, so don't make it there.….”

Rameshwar Rathia of Korba district, Chhattisgarh, cited a case of a temple being

converted into a Church: “Where there was a temple, they said this is their land and

we should leave. They bought a court order from Jabalpur and told us they had

won the land. So we couldn't do anything.” He goes on to describe encroachment

on reserved forests: “The Christians are all outsiders…(from) Jaspur, Luden,

Sitagaon (in Jharkhand). They take over bidi patta reserve forests and start making
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their houses. They are landless people, they make a hut in the forest and take over.

They meet the church people and with their help and money, they make the village

their own”.

Anjali Malik of Sambalpur, Orissa, tells a similar story: “There was a forest

which is being cut by the Christians... we used to get fruits, leaves and other

produce from the forest but now don't get it anymore. When we forbid the Christians

from destroying the forests, they refuse to listen. We are living there from a long

time but we are not getting any right to use the land. These Christians who have

settled later now have land and cultivate it by showing some forged documents.”

G. Dilution of tribal culture and loss of indigenous knowledge

Tribal culture and heritage are diluted in places where conversion rates are high, probably

as a result of a constant denigration of traditional systems as regressive and against the

spirit of the new faith. Traditional modes of worship disappear, along with devotional

folk songs and folklore. Invaluable indigenous knowledge systems are lost as western

medicine edges out herbal remedies and dietary patterns change. The tribal community's

organic link with nature and commitment to the preservation of flora and fauna is

compromised, to the detriment of their forest environment. The very identity of the

tribal community begins to disappear.

S K Jamatia of Tripura describes how local cultural traditions are subsumed by the

evangelists in their effort to increase their flock:

“They are playing with our history and culture. Shirai or Shubrai is the name of

our God (representing Lord Shiva). They say Shubrai is the name of Lord Jesus.

They have misled and misguided the simple and illiterate tribal people. They are

propagating religion by denigrating Hindu Gods. We have a very famous temple

which is called Tripura Sundari Mandir. It is one of the 52 shaktipeeths. They say

she is not a goddess and is like a witch. Most recent example is the celebration of

our new year. "Tring" is our new year which falls on the first day of Baisakh. It is

on par with the famous cultural celebration of Bihu. But the Christian missionaries

are propagating totally different things. They say it falls on December 22, so they

are clubbing it with Christmas.”

The testimony of I Nikhil Kanulna, Khuti Jila, Jharkhand also highlights the fact that

tribal traditions often have an ecological rationale for instance, preservation of certain

plant species. This will be lost if tribal customs are diluted:

“In the village, there is a tola where there are 95 per cent Christians. We were the

only Hindu home. The mukhiya was also Christian and he tried to entice us,
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saying if we converted to Christianity, we'd move towards light from darkness. He

also said I would find a better educated girl to marry. I stayed with them for 3-4

years and slowly realized they only see value in their religion. For instance, there

is a Sakua plant we worship and they suggested cutting it, calling it useless.”

Many testimonies described how tribal forms of worship were undermined. Says

Baikobhai Pawar: “In the jungle there is Mahaoali maata (stones), Doongar devi. Every

2-3 years we celebrate their festival. When Hindu tribes celebrate, the Christians come

and create problems.”

H. Rise of tribal nationalism

The dilution of tribal identity is accompanied by a reinforced sense of ill usage, arousing

anger against their erstwhile tormentors – the “caste” Hindus. Eventually, this leads to the

rise of tribal nationalism while simultaneously weakening the sense of Indian nationalism.

I. Aggresive Evengelism invites Reaction

Aggressive proselytizing inevitably provokes reactions from its victims. Some participants

from the North-East said they had been forced to take extraordinary precautions against

Evangelists, including getting every family in the village to sign an undertaking that in

the event of their changing their religion, they would leave the village. Two such

testimonies from the north-east were heard by the Jury. While Article 25 of the

Constitution guarantees the right to preach and propagate ones religion, it does not

allow coercive evangelism.

Flashpoints

All the testimonies spoke of evangelical pressures, but these seem to be more pronounced

in certain areas, such as districts of Arunachal Pradesh and Meghalaya,  Sambalpur

and Kandhamal in Orissa  and parts of Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh. In these regions,

where indigenous communities face the expanding front of so-called evangelism, there

is a potential danger of matters reaching a flashpoint.

1. Arunachal Pradesh : While large-scale conversions to Christianity took place in

many of the hill states of the northeast in the sixties and seventies, Arunachal Pradesh

has faced that pressure from the 1980s onwards. Thereafter, progress has been rapid

with the proportion of Christians having gone up from virtually nil to 4 per cent in 1981,

10 per cent in 1991 and 19 per cent in 2001. The data of the 2011 census has not yet

become available.

The trend is more marked in certain districts. Tirap district was reportedly 50 per cent
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Christian in 2001, while in neighbouring Changlang it was nearly 18 percent. In Papum

Pare and East Kameng, it was 30 and 26 percent, respectively.

The trend appears to be manifesting in other districts. In this context, the testimony of

Ritensu Manyu from Lohit of Arunachal Pradesh is significant. The proportion of

Christians in Lohit in 2001 was only 6 per cent. Ritensu maintained the Church had

arrived at an agreement with the local Mishmi communities in 1993 whereby new

churches would not be built in their area. Ritensu alleged that the Church is now flouting

the agreement, while the local administration and police protect the evangelising Christians

in their activities.

2. Meghalaya: A large proportion of the tribal people in Meghalaya have converted to

Christianity, but the evangelisation of the population is not complete, as in Nagaland, the

hill districts of Manipur and Mizoram the proportion of Christians in the population of

Meghalaya went up from 53 percent in 1981 to 65 percent in 1991 and 70 percent in 2001.

The small tribal communities which have not yet converted, appear to be facing evangelical

pressure, we gather from the testimony of the Nam Khasi interlocutor from Shillong.

He maintained that the tribal communities in different regions of the state face daily

threats and that the funds and the instruments of the state are employed to protect and

further the interests of the 'Church'.

3. Mizoram; Nagaland and Manipur : Almost the entire tribal people of Mizoram,

except the Buddhist communities in Lawngtlai and Lunglei districts, and the entire tribal

population of Nagaland and Manipur, have been converted to Christianity. There are,

however, some individual and small groups who continue to follow their indigenous faith

and customs.

Going by the testimonies of Jemi Naga, interlocutor from Haflong, and of the Mizo

religious leader Robiyenji, they face great difficulties in preserving themselves in an

environment dominated by the 'Church'. Jemi Naga stated that it was difficult to make

the 'Church' adhere to accepted norms of the community, even when the individual who

sought to be converted, voluntarily accepted the discipline of their community.

4. Kandhamal:  A large proportion of tribals live in this district, as compared to the rest

of Orissa. It has been the scene of continuing violence, prima facie communal, with

allegations of the converted non-tribal people claiming tribal status to usurp the lands

and privileges of the population that is genuinely tribal.

Nandini Pradhan told a story of dispossession and persecution of an entire community

at the hands of the converted tribals.
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Conclusion & Recommendations

A

Every citizen enjoys a Constitutional right to practice their religion and it is incumbent

on the State to protect this right. Coercive Evangelism undermines the Constitution and

violates many sections of the Indian Penal Code. The discreet violence by Evangelists

– of any religious persuasion - should be stopped. The allegations made in the testimonies

of the participants need to be investigated individually by independent bodies, the facts

to be established in each case, and the perpetrators brought to justice.

B

Indigenous communities are doing all they can to hold their own in the face of such

evangelisation. But they clearly need help to counter the pressures that those who

claim to represent the Church are able to muster. The testimonies are cries for help

from the larger Indian community. Thought has to be given to creating channels of

reaching organised help to the communities under threat from the so-called Evangelisers.

This is only possible by creating public awareness on the issue.

C

The tribal communities must have access to free legal aid. They must also be made

aware of their rights. Legal literacy programmes that educate them on Constitutional

provisions relating to religion and conversion must be undertaken by social sector

organizations and/or state governments.

Many of the testimonies indicated that the laws made for the protection of the tribal

people and their interests also often get misused for evangelical purposes. Many instances

were related, of how converted people from elsewhere have been settled in the vicinity

of indigenous communities and then the laws regarding the protection of tribal interests

in the forest resources have been used to provide for and protect these alien settlers.

D

This is crucial, given the repeated emphasis on the state's soft approach to Evangelism.

The resources and instruments of the State are often ranged against the indigenous

people, according to the testimonies. However, arrangements have to be made for
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collecting systematic information on the biased responses of the State and misallocation

of resources to make a strong case in this regard.

E

The decadal census must track this Evangelical trespass, as there seems to be an

information gap regarding the extent of conversions. The situation on the ground as

described in the testimonies before the tribunal, is not reflected in statistics on the

population of Church-affiliated individuals. In particular, there appears to be a proliferation

of crypto-Christians, estimated by World Christian Trends (2001) to comprise 62 per

cent of the 62,243,546 adherents to the faith in India. This works out to 6.1 per cent of

the total population. If so, India appears to have bred a peculiar breed of Christians

with dual identity, those who attend Church but are identified by their Hindu names and

Hindu castes in government records.

Data must also be collected on people resettled on tribal land, after the locals have

been dispossessed.

F

In the process of constructing a new and Christian identity, neo-converts tend to distance

themselves from traditional practices, beliefs and knowledge systems. This invaluable

heritage, once lost, can never be resurrected. Extensive documentation of ITKS

(Indigenous Traditional Knowledge Systems) unique to each tribe should be undertaken,

with a view to their preservation. Efforts must also be made to ensure that cultural

wealth in the form of folk songs, folk lore and art forms are kept alive.

Equally essential is instilling a sense of pride in their culture among the tribal populations,

especially in the face of relentless denigration of their beliefs and traditions by evangelists.

G

A major reason for change of religion is access to services. This is morally and legally

indefensible as it goes against the spirit of the Constitution. The element of free will in

embracing or rejecting a faith is lost, when the motivation is mere survival. It is critical

that deprived tribal communities must be given access to good (and secular) education,

medical aid and infrastructure in the form of roads, railways and communications.

The plethora of state and central government welfare measures, notably the National

Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) must be strictly implemented in these
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areas. Economic empowerment and/or self-sufficiency are essential in ensuring that

tribal populations do not fall prey to predatory evangelism.

H

Faith-based social services should be just that. While all social sector organizations

working for the upliftment of deprived sections are welcome, they cannot claim special

treatment as religious minority organisations. They must be treated at par with all other

non-governmental entities.

I

Public awareness of the challenges faced by indigenous tribes, with a view to bring

about an across-the-board adjustment in attitude and behavior vis-à-vis members of

these communities is necessary. It is critical that they are perceived and made to feel

an integral part of the mainstream (rather than 'poor relations') and as such entitled to

respect and equitable treatment.

J

The covert association of those who claim to represent the Church with insurgents/

naxals needs to be thoroughly probed. Funding and provision of arms for naxals,

insurgents and other radicals through Church affiliates must be checked. The evangelistic

assault on the cultural unity of the tribal populations renders them vulnerable to identity

politics and this can lead to secessionist movements. Thus, in formulating any strategy

vis-à-vis internal security threats, the role of such organizations needs to be acknowledged

and factored in.
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Appendix - A

Transcript of

Testimonies made before Jury
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Jugal Mallik : We have 55 plots in the name of my father Hansuba Mallik. These 55

plots were occupied by Christians. Shri Issac Digal has forcibly occupied my many

plots. Shri Disha Digal has occupied my plot numbers 390, 392,394. Damodar Diggal a

panna Christian has forcibly occupied my plots 353,354,355. Shri Munaga Diggal again

a panna Christian has forcibly occupied my many plots.

I have registered cases on them time and again but they have not yet vacated the

homes built on those plots. If I try to do some farming on some of those plots they take

away my things from there.

They have number of people with them. During the time Swami ji was assassinated, he

was in the custody and the house was broken. During last one year no misconduct has

been done but the land that has been occupied by them and not been returned.

Jury : Has the land grabbing been done in one year or during many years?

Jugal : Over many years.

Actually there was a land survey in 1970. During that time itself this land has been

forcibly occupied.

Archana Bhagat : In Chattisgarh, there are the most number of Christian missionaries.

They want to convert everybody into Christianity. Foreigners used to bring foreign

products as bribe to the tribes to convert them into Christianity. My husband asked

them, “Why do want to convert the tribes in this manner” They threatened him saying

if he didn't convert to Christianity, they will kill him. After threats them, they killed him.

They thought he was the leader and so he has to be killed this way.

Jury : Who murdered your husband?

Archana : Christians.

Jury : Were they staying in your village?

Archana : Yes.

Jury : Or was it any of the other villagers?

Archana : No. It was the Christians.

Jury : When did this happen?

Archana : 2010-11. My husband filed a case in the police station that the Christians

were threatening to kill him. But still the Christians killed him. They complained that I

was educated and so they threatened to kill me also.
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Jury : Do the people, who have not converted their religion meet and discuss on how

to save themselves from the conversions?

Archana : This is why we have come here-to complain about them and to get some

ideas on how to save ourselves and so we can convey it to rest.

Jury : The support of the police is for the 75% or 25%?

Archana : They are with the 75%.

Jury : What about the VAO, SDO?

Archana : They are all with them as they have funds. Bribing is common.

Jury : What about the village Sarpanch? Did you talk to him?

Archana : He is also a Christian.

Jury : Your husband was killed. You have been living in that village from a long time.

However, this process of conversion may not happen in one go. It must have been done

for years.

Archana : They used to gather lot of children and till around 10 or 11 o clock, they used

to conduct mass prayers and bhajans.

Jury : Did you complain to the police?

Archana : Yes.

Jury : Is there any case that is going on right now?

Archana : Yes. The villagers sent everybody outside. Now, 5 are absconding and one

is inside. The ones who are outside keep threatening the Hindus in the village saying

they would kill them. There are 2 or 3 others like us; the Christians keep threatening

them to convert into Christians. They ask why we were not entering into Christianity.

Jury : What kind of things do you get?

Archana : Utensils, plates, blankets, bedsheets, mattresses and a lot of small things.

Jury : Apart from this, do they run a school also?

Archana : Yes. They give breakfast at 11 o clock. They run a school also but the

children never go to school. They teach prayers, bhajans, songs and church related

programs to children.

Jury : Are these people locals of that place?

Archana : Yes, they are from the same place who got converted into Christianity.

Kanjam Hangfuk : I have come here from Terab district from Kutung village. On
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30th October people from NSCN came to our village to close our Mandir. We did not

agree to this since we were following our religion and culture for ages. They tied our

priest to a pole was thrashed from 6 A.M. upto 6 P.M.

However, we kept the Mandir running. On 4th January 2011 they called us again to

close the Mandir. They kidnapped and kept us in jungle for 6 days, beating us. They

also demanded Rs.50,000 which we somehow managed to give them along with a pig.

But still, they demanded that everyone in the district has to convert into Christianity

and also said that the previous tradition and identity won't continue. We from Terab

and Chanlong district met the concerned Revenue Secretary. He told us to go back

and open our Mandir. We tried but the people from outside did not allow us to open our

Mandir. We organized a meeting again and decided to open the Mandir. However,

Thogwang ordered us that the Mandir in our village must be kept locked. We still

somehow kept our Mandir running after repeated shut downs. We submitted our

statement of problem to Government of India at various levels: President, PM, local

MLA and district authorities of these two districts. However, nothing is happening for

us. We are not getting any protection from anywhere. On 30th February 2011 we

received a paper threatening us that if we open the Mandir forcibly, they will kill the

whole entire village. For now we have closed our Mandir. They live in jungles and

come in regular intervals to threaten us. As far as we know they don't belong to any

organization and doing things for their own benefits.

Jury : As per your statement, these people are masquerading members of as militant

groups but are actually being used by Christian missionaries to get their work done. Is

this what you want to say?

Kanjam : They are not from NSCN and they are doing it individually on their own.

Jury : Are they from your own village?

Kanjam : They are not from our village but from nearby areas.

Jury : How many people are non-Christian in your village?

Kanjam : Out of 200 houses, 67 houses belong to non-Christians. There are three

groups in our village: Baptists, Roman Catholic and Hindus.

Jury : There has been no response from government or from police?

Kanjam : No. Indian Army comes there but they are doing nothing. They ask us to

open our Mandir but we know that once they leave we will be harassed again.

Kanjam : Our religion name is Rumfragim and I belong to Tutsa tribe.

Jury Member : Why do they want to get the Mandir closed?
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Kanjam : We are also unable to understand this. They tell us that we need to convert

to Christianity.

Bundia Bhai Teza Medha : I am Bundia Bhai Teza Medha from district Dahod,

Gujarat. We have a big church in our village and the father there is named Medha

Samji Bhai Ramabhai. He came to my house six times in 2008 and reminded me that I

work for a private company earning only Rs.3000 per month and that if I get converted

to Christianity he will provide me a bike, mobile and a salary of Rs.6000 per month. I

told him that I am happy with my present salary and I don't need his help. He came

again with two people Sukhiya bhai and Kamlesh bhai. I told them that I am happy to

be a Hindu. One of them told me that he knows our dharma where Lord Shankara

lives in a cremation ground and puts ash on his body. He said that our lord Hanuman is

a monkey and how he can save us and in Christianity there are revered birds like

pigeon which are clean. According to him, the idols of Hindu God reflect demonic

powers and look dangerous and therefore Christianity is a cleaner religion than Hinduism.

They said our Goddesses are naked as compared to Christianity where it is so clean

and therefore I would be happy if I convert to Christianity. When I declined their offer,

they attacked me. On 25th when I was on my way from Bhavani Mandir they asked

me to meet their revered personality who has come from outside. When I refused,

they attacked me with an axe.

Jury : What happened with the FIR you filed?

Bundia Bhai : the case is going on in Dahod district.

Jury: Are these people from your own village?

Bundia Bhai : Yes.

Jury : How many Christians are there in your village?

Bundia Bhai : 75% of my village are Christians.

Jury : What is the position of Hindus there?

Bundia Bhai : It is not good. If we try to organize any program they tell us to switch

off microphones. There is a situation of struggle against each other. They often accuse

us that we disturb their sleep when we perform our 'haarati'.

Jury : What about the Christian population in the nearby villages?

Bundia Bhai : It is similar.

Jury : As far as you can recollect from your childhood, are the same faces that you
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saw then that are Christians or it has changed considerably?

Bundia Bhai Teza Medha: Faces have changed. When I was 12 years old they told

us that this is also Hindu dharma. People being ignorant then could not sense it.

However, as we got educated we understood the difference. When I was 12 years old

there were only 2 households that were Christian.

Jury: How are your relations with people who have already converted into Christianity?

Bundia Bhai : If we try to have any social relations with them they tell that we also

need to convert.

Jury: Are there any missionary schools there or any other medical facilities?

Bundia Bhai : Yes. Recently they distributed 10 cycles among youth. too.

Jury: Are people from other faiths allowed to go to their hospitals?

Bundia Bhai : When a pregnant woman in our village went to get admitted into a

hospital during her delivery time, Christians said that she should pray to Christ and she

would be okay. When we went there, I suggested that we take local medical help

which was resisted by Christians. They brought coconut oil and made her drink it

saying it was Jesus's blood and that she would deliver the baby if she drinks it. As soon

as she drank it she died.

Jury: Who is your MLA?

Bundia Bhai : Vijay Singh Pandha.

Jury: Is there no local administration in your village?

Bundia Bhai : No, there is nothing and there are no social activists too.

Jury: What about your Sarpanch?

Bundia Bhai : He is also a Christian.

Bundia Bhai : After this incident, I told people there that we would lodge an FIR so

that this does not happen again. But people there believe that if a pregnant woman dies

and if a postmortem is conducted on her, her soul would not rest in peace. So no FIR

was registered.

Jury: What about your MLA?

Bundia Bhai : He is a Hindu but supports the Christians for his vote bank.

Jury: Which party is this MLA from?

Bundia Bhai : From Congress party.
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Louisa Pradhaan: My name is Louisa Pradhaan from Kandhamal district, village-

Shisopada, Panchayat-Manikeshwar. In our village Christians are in majority. Initially

both Hindus and Christians were coexisting and there was no problem. On 25th

September 2008, 150 to 200 people came to our village to attack us and were armed

with guns and bombs. They threw bombs and villagers got frightened and ran for cover

in the forests. They attacked and killed a person named Raghav Diggal. They made 5

cuts on his head. They thought that he died and went away. When they went away

Raghav Diggal tried to stand. Raghav's wife said that Christians tried to kill her husband.

When police asked that atleast 4-5 people should accompany Raghav's wife to help

her, people followed. Raghav Diggal died after half an hour. After the postmortem

when we were returning to our village police called my name and told me to come

back. They asked me how as a woman, I dared to bring everyone to the police station.

When I was in the police station a girl named Nandini Pradhaan came to call me home.

Police made Nandini also sit there and later we were taken to jail. We spent 3 months

and 15 days in jail. Till date I don't know why we were taken to the police station, and

kept in custody.

Jury : Is the case still on?

Louisa : No, the case has ended.

Jury : What was the decision in the case?

Louisa : They were acquitted.

Jury : What do you want to say?

Louisa : "I want to ask how they were acquitted, after we pointedly took their name in

courts.

Jury: Your name is Louisa. Are you also a Christian?

Louisa : In Kandhamaal we keep Christian names.

Jury : Did you go for appeal in the case?

Louisa : No.

Jury : How many Christian household are there?

Louisa : 12 Christian families and 40 Hindus families.

Sudhir Raba : My name is Sudhir Raba, Village-Tranti, Gualpada district, Assam.

Christians organized a camp in our village and announced that all Hindus should

cooperate with them otherwise it would not be good for them. We are just 55 households
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with total population of 500 and they have a population of 10000 people. Our basti is in

the middle and we are surrounded by them and nowhere to go. Then people in village

decided that it is okay to cooperate. We cooperated and we were made chief guests

and they suggested to us that we became Christianity. Then they sent a force of good

looking boys and girls to our houses who convinced us that they were also at one point

of time Hindus but now they have converted into Christianity. They said since they got

converted they are getting money, clothes and even their houses were  repaired. Some

even sympathized with them but as a policy of our village we warned them that if they

get converted into Christianity, it would not be good for them. After that they continued

their conference for two days and provided food and tea to people. They danced on

Christian songs and even our daughters were taken there to participate. They said that

this was a small conference and a bigger conference would take place in England and

America and asked if we would like to go there. But due to the restrictions of our

village nothing much could be done by them.

We have a village near our basti named Barmohra mainly inhabited by Christians. In

2007 they converted 5 families into Christianity. Children of those Christians died.

Hindus didn't allow them to use their cremation ground. Christians came and there

was a tussle. When police came they took the dead bodies but I don't know where

they took them. Those families who got converted into Christianity accepted their

mistake and promised to stay with us and came back into the Hindu fold.

A boy named Subash Raba was taken by a Father in 1988 in Pitrikela with the promise

of getting him educated. After 3 months the Father said that both of them are sinners

and asked him what would happen if so? The boy said that he was not aware. Then

the Father replied that if he gets converted into Christianity he won't be a sinner anymore

and therefore he must convert into Christianity. The boy ran away from there deciding

that he won't be a Christian.

There is one more girl from his village who was put in a hostel and all expenses of

books and other things were paid by them. But the food provided to her in the hostel

had beef in it and since she was against eating beefs, being a Hindu, she came back to

her home. Her parents decided that even if they were poor they would educate her

elsewhere. There are many such incidents. However, they could not succeed much.

In December 2010, the christians burnt 47 of our houses. This continued from 1st

January till 15th January. No army, police, MLA, DC or any other minister came there.

Nobody came to help us even if asked for.

Jury : Do you stay in the village?

Sudhir Raba : Yes, I stay in village.

Jury : Are you a farmer?
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Sudhir : I have a business.

Jury : Has the village been rehabilitated?

Sudhir : No, it's all burnt and deserted. Few houses have been built otherwise where

they will stay. However, there is fear.

Jury: Did you file a case?

Sudhir : No cases were filed since the Christians are in majority.

Jury : what is the percentage of Hindus and Christians?

Sudhir : Hindus are a miniscule 10% and they are in majority 90%.

Jury : Is this in district Gualpada?

Sudhir : Yes, it is. We are 2 kms away from Meghalaya.

Bhimsen : My name is Bhimsen Pradhan, from Gondagada village, Petapada

Panchayat, Kandhamaal District. The Panna Christians in our village have encroached

upon more than 50 acres of our tribal land. When we filed a case against them, case

was in favour of 12 of our people. However, till now they are not able to reacquire/

reclaim their land. The tribals were beaten and were driven away from the village.

Even when we got our papers for the land, we were thrashed and driven away from there.

After this incident they inflicted atrocities on a woman named Ambika. They still possess

our land and they have possession of it by through threatening and beating us. Till now, we

are unable to go to our land.

Jury : This is the same case of land grabbing where tribals were beaten up and a

woman was raped. Are there many Churches there?

Bhimsen : There are 20-25 churches and it has been constructed in our lands only.

Jury : Are the priests from local areas or they are from outside?

Bhimsen : There are people from outside but majorly it's the local people who are

Brothers and Fathers.

Punia Bhai Ukadia : I am from Kotwadia, Shidiya village, Tapi district South Gujarat.

We are from a backward community. Christian missionaries visit our Shidiya village.

They lured the women by giving them Saris. There are 110 households in our village.

They converted our entire village to Christianity. Mine was the only family left. Later,

they came to us also. They gave Saris to the women in my house. When they came for

the second time, they gave me Rs.500. They took me along with them and told me that
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I have to go to Chennai to meet Rajan Bhaiya. There, they gave me a 10 day training.

They instructed me about what to do when I return to Gujarat. I was asked to visit

Hindu households and distribute saris there. I worked for two Christian institutions:

Pentecostal and Navjeevan. However, they caused a lot of damage to the Hindu religion

which my father follows and this didn't go down well with me. Although I was made a

priest, I didn't like the idea much when I saw them desecrating the places of Hindu

worship and photos of Hindu Gods.

I then told them not to come to my house and submitted my resignation from the

missionary activities. They used to come for prayers on every Sunday. On one Sunday,

when they came to my house, I stopped them. I have 2 bigha of land which they were

going to grab to construct an 'Ashram'. I did not let it happen and locked it. Hence,

they were after me to open it and insisted that I work as priest again. I refused to join

them stating that I wanted to follow my ancestral religion. We have more faith in our

family-deity, than in their Christianity.

 As I refused, they went to police station and dragged me to civil court. At the Civil

court they said, “You are from a backward community and are poor” and offered me

3 lakhs to vacate it I declined. Then they took the case to sessions court where I was

offered by them 5 lakhs to settle. I won the case in both civil and sessions court.

Finally, they appealed to the Gujarat High Court in Ahmedabad and travelling became

tough for me. The Judge in Gujarat High Court told me that 15-20 activists have come

here and they will give you 15-20 lakhs and you must take it. I told him I can't take 20

lakhs and sell my religion. The Christians grabbed my entire 2 bigha land.

Jury : Was the case in the High Court for that land?

Punia Bhai : Yes. It was for the house where they used to conduct prayers.

The MLA there supports the Christians.

Jury : Who is the MLA?

Punia Bhai : Poonajee Bhai

Jury: You won the case in both the courts. Was the land grabbed before you won the

case?

Punia Bhai : It was in 2001.

Jury : Your case was before that.

Punia Bhai : Yes.

Jury : Was it not during the time when you did prayers?

Punia Bhai : That was before the case.
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Jury: Was it a case for the land grabbing?

Punia Bhai : Yes.

Jury :

Punia Bhai : They used to bully and threaten us. The Hindus in my neighbourhood

were very scared.

Jury : Were the hutments that they on your land constructed before you filed the case

or after that?

Punia Bhai : Before.

Hillary Singh: I am from Olanjori village, Kandhamal District. I retired from

government service in the year 2000. In the year 2005 Vijayanand Singh, NGO of

SFDC called a meeting in the village. They required my presence there and I went

according to their invitation. They asked me to give them Rs.15,000 for the construction

of Navi Kruto Christian Mandal Olanjori. I was surprised being retired, how could I

donate such a heavy amount? They argued that I was born in this village and was a

part of that village. They said “We all became Christians except you. Because of you

we are losing the aids of the American Government”. Unless and until we install Navi

Kruto Christian Mandal Olanjori, government of America will not support us with

sufficient money, so you must become Christian today itself." I refused to convert and

I also refused to donate such a heavy amount. Then they socially boycotted me from

the village. I tried my best to tackle them, but in vain. I remained boycotted from the

Christian people, which are 200 families in number, whereas I am a single man. 15

days after that they announced the order of segregation in the village.

We got a notice from sub-collector Prabhakar Mallik, Baliguda saying that we were

falsely implicating that we have been boycotted. I asked the SDO how without

examining me or the other witnesses, they could say these things. He told me that my

case was postponed for some other date and that they could drop the case after expiry

of 6 months. There was silence from Court side. When I consulted my advocate on

how to settle this matter since my land is there, he also asked me to become a Christian.

Then I met another advocate who advised to file a damage case. We filed damage

case and that case was posted to 03.01.2008. In the meantime on 27th December

2007, the Kandhamaal riot was started from my house itself. At 9.30 AM three persons

came from Kotana side. Two were our village boys named Bancha Singh and Bendi

Uthan Singh. The third person was a stranger to our village. Bancha Singh cut my

telephone line. I challenged them as to how they were doing this illegal thing. They told

me not to challenge them since 9000 people were coming from Kotana side and if I
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don't get converted into Christianity they would kill all 6 members of my family that day

itself and burn my house and dead bodies. Then they said they will proceed to Bamhaninga

village and damage that village. Then I proceeded to Bhamninga village with my family

and went to the police station there. We presented ourselves before the SP, Amitabh.

He scolded me and ordered to drive us away from the police station. Then there a

heavy bomb blast and the SP trembled. Very soon 9000 people armed with deadly weapons

arrived at Bamhaninga. Within a short period they damaged 130 houses. Thereafter we

were admitted to relief camps. When this system of allotment of Indira Awaas was

started I requested the village officials and administration to provide me a house.

Jury : Was that allotted to you?

Hillary Singh : Nothing was given to me. Till today I am staying in rented house in

Bamhaninga.

Jury : Did they burn your house too?

Hillary : They looted property worth 5 lakhs.

Jury : Were you in police?

Hillary : I was Sub-Inspector in police.

S. K. Jamatia : I am from Tripura. I belong to one of the major 19 tribes in Tripura.

From a long time Christian missionaries have been coming in and out from Bangladesh

and mainly from Assam. There has been no check in it and they have been increasing

manifold. Similar to what had happened in Kandhamaal riots due to the killing of Swamiji

same thing had happened in Tripura in 2000. Our Shrisanthi Tripura was a very good

person who visited many holy places and came back to Tripura to revive Hindu traditions

there. He also found many ashrams. Initially Christian missionaries didn't come in the

forefront but through many Christian militants they got him murdered.

Subsequently Shri Biswa Deb Verma and Shri Bhupendra Deb Verma were also killed.

They were both ardent followers of Srisanthi Tripura. Now presently we have around

18 ashrams. They also killed 4 ashram workers who were working for the benefits of

our tribal people. During Durga Pooja, they attacked with bullets and other weapons.

Shirai or Shubrai that is the name of our God, representing Lord Shiva. Now they are

telling that Shubrai is the name of Lord Jesus. They have misled and misguided simple

and illiterate tribal people. With the help of monetary allurements they have totally

misguided them. They are propagating religion by denigrating Hindu Gods. We have a

very famous temple which is called Tripura Sundari Mandir. It is one of the 52 shaktipeetas.

They are say that she is not a goddess but is a witch and that their god is better.
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'Tring' is our new year which comes in the first of Baisakh. It comes at par with the

famous cultural celebration of Bihu. But the Christian missionaries are propagating

totally different things. They say that it falls on 22nd of December, thus they are

clubbing it with Christmas. They are dividing our people on a totally false pretext. In

the name of education 2-3 people go to remote areas and study. After education they

always used to provide something similar to gospel study which becomes compulsory.

Obviously parents want their children to get educated and so have no other option. It

seems that they cannot target enough at our place, where we are old enough to

understand the difference between conversion and being of our own land. So they are

targeting our younger generations.

There are many students who came here as Hindu and now they are being converted

by those Christian missionaries. They come there for education and they are losing

their religion. Not only have they spread their branches in my home town but they have

also spread it in Delhi University. Since we have come here, we have formed a society

to protect, preserve and propagate our culture so that it will not die away. Apart from

that some Christian missionaries have formed different social organization and they

are targeting the younger generation. How does one protect them and how does one

make them realize that this religion is new to this world. If they can embrace it, how

come they are disregarding thaet religion that has been there for thousand years?

Jury: Was this trip organized with foreign people?

S. K. Jamatia: No. It was among our people.

Jury : Who organized it?

S. K. Jamatia: By Christians. They have a different body for that, Tripura Christian

Fellowships.

Jury : They paid for it?

S. K. Jamatia : Yes, everything. I belong to Ram Panchayat Chitrakoot, Vikas Khand

Londegura, Jagdalpur district, Chattissgarh. In 2003, we had installed an idol of Lord

Ganesh in our village. A Pastor had used a house to run a Church. 4-5 of us went for

collecting donation; he flatly refused saying he did not believe in God. We told him, we

all live as a community in the village so he should be willing to contribute. He refused

to give and then went to the police station. There were Churches everywhere and

violence too. At 2 A.M. they arrested me and took me to the police station and beat me

up. After that for one year my case ran in court and I had to endure a lot.

Jury : What percent of the villages is Christian?

Jamatia : 10-12%. In the whole village there are 12-13 Christians, 2-3 churches
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Jury : They are unable to do their work properly?

Jamatia : Now it is a little less but we had a bad time till 2003.

Jury : Are things changing now? Are tribals happy?

Jamatia : Yes.

Jury : In local police, is there a percentage of Christians?

Jamatia : Yes, the policemen who've converted to Christianity support them.

Jury : In the whole district of Jagdalpur, which religion is dominant?

Jamatia : Hindus are a lot in number, but the number of Christians has increased.

Jury : Since when?

Jamatia : In 2-3 years.

Jury : How many houses are there in your village?

Jamatia : 2000 people.

Jury : So about 400 houses?

Jamatia : No, about 130 homes in our mohalla.

Jury : Did the 10-12 Christians get converted recently?

Jamatia : Yes. And the dominant caste is Mahar. They take advantage from both

sides, from Mahars as well as Christians.

Jury : Scheduled Caste?

Jamatia : Yes, they take all services and facilities available, like getting rice at Rs. 2.

Jury : No general category Christians among the adivasis?

Jamatia : There are 5-6 houses.

Jury: They call themselves Scheduled Caste?

Jamatia : Yes.

At Chitrakoot waterfall, with help of NGOs, they're trying to get land to make Churches.

They first get houses and convert them into Churches. We sent a notice to the Tehsildaar,

registered an FIR with the police and got the houses broken down.

Jury : Have the Christians in your village increased in the last 10 years?

Jamatia : Not much since 2003, it is less only.
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Dipson Teraon : The Christian missionaries said that I was no longer a part of Christian

community. So, with the help of some villagers who were Hindus, I wanted to convert

back to Hinduism. In the middle of the conversion ceremony, the Christians destroyed

the prayer. They spat on the spot, destroyed the entire thing and beat the people. In

Carbiangam district, the CPIML (Communist Party of India - Marxist Leninist)  has an

upper hand, they support the Christians. When I went to the police station, initially they

told the Father that we should come to a peaceful agreement. But later, they took bribe

of Rs 70,000 and forgot about it.

Jury : You were born as a Christian. Later, was ex-communicated from the Christian

community. Why didn't you opt for Christianity again?

Teraon : I was not allowed.

Jury : Is there an economic benefit in converting to Christianity.

Yes, my parents converted because they were getting benefits.

Diwakar Morie : I am from Megpal Grampanchayat, Jojomura, Sambalpur district of

Orissa. From 2007 to 2009, I was working on health diagnosis. During this time I met

John Jojo, a pastor at GL Church. He invited us to the Pentecostal Church where the

main pastor was Subhash Mohanty. The members there said they will pray for a good

job and future for me. After about a month, they said they will send us to Chennai for

training to become a Father. So I went to Church for prayer for a year. During this

time I met Mr. Pradeep Sharma, a social activist who told us not to take this training.

So I stopped going to Church.

Jury: Why did you stop going to Church?

Morie : We didn't like going to Church, because they promised benefits which they never

gave us.

Jury: How much have you studied and how much land do you own?

Morie : I have 10 acres of land and have studied till +2.

Jury: How many Christians are there in your village. Does it have a temple?

Morie : There are 3000 villagers and about 1000 people are Christians.

Jury: How many churches and how many temples?

Morie : There are 3 churches and no temples

Jury: Where do you go for prayers?
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Morie : Tribals worship plants, earth etc.

Jury: Are churches being constructed?

Morie : The point is for 1000 Christians there are 3 churches whereas for 2000

Hindus there are no temples.

Nikhil Kanulna : I am from Khuti district, Jharkhand. In the village, 95% of them are

Christians. We were the only Hindus. The Mukhiya was also a Christian and he tried

to entice us, saying if we converted to Christianity we'd move towards light from

darkness. He also said I would find a better educated girl to marry. I was gullible and

believe them. I stayed with them for 3-4 years and slowly realized they see value only

in their religion. For instance, there is a Sakua plant we worship and they suggested

cutting it, calling it useless. I began to think there was something wrong with them

seeing their religion as the only superior one. They saw no regard in other religions, our

idols of worship etc.  I had a change of heart and began to see them as selfish. If it

were that superior, the whole world should be of Christians.

In 2008, I returned home and returned to my religion, where I formed a group called

Akhil Bhartiya Sarna Sangathan. I collected people and we started celebrating our

festivals and spreading the message that we should follow our age old traditions and

not get swayed away by the new age religions. The Christians who saw this didn't like

it. They stopped talking to me and cut me off. We continued with our mission and from

the past 2-3 years, extremists come and sweet talk the pastors. Through them started

putting pressure on us. They used to come to our programmes and say that we were

doing political activities and so have to stop it. They accused us of having political

motivations and started pressurising us. I got a little scared and stopped our programmes

since 2010. The pastors and management have gotten together and got the legislator

removed. The legislation belonged to BJP, and after he was removed we lost all support.

The Maoists and priest together removed the legislator because they have a nexus

with the local Christians.

Recently they overtook some land that belonged to the village to construct a church.

They meet secretively in the jungle or home for their programmes.

Jury : Out of the extremists in your area, how many are Christians?

Nikhil : There are 75% Christians. In 2005, in Usahi Khutti district, Lodhwa village,

there was a programme planned by Hindus where the Christians created a ruckus and

did not let the program happen. They threatened to beat up people and the program

had to be cancelled.

Like hooligans, they go everywhere Hindus hold a program to cause trouble.
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Jury : You said that there is a nexus between Maoists and Christians. So how many

Maoists are Christians according to you?

Nikhil : About 90% Maoists are Christians.  It is a fact, I think all Maoists are Christians.

Jury : The money that Maoists receive, does it come from the Church?

Nikhil : I am not aware of that, but they do have access to funds, for instance they

levy funds. The Legislator was a Christian and they took all the funds accessible to

him.

Jury : In Western Orissa, 90% of Maoists are Christians that have been caught by the

police.

Nikhil : The DDC of the area, now changed, also supported the Christians. She used

to camp herself. On the 21st, 22nd and 27th of every month, they used to hold programs

spreading the 'message of Christ' and enticed the people to convert for a better life

ahead.

The SP during that time, Mr. Aseem Vikrant, also supported the extremists. He was

also involved in removing the legislator. We used to complain that the situation is not

good in our area and he used to say “we're trying” and ignore us. He was also a

Christian.

Jury : What about the development efforts of Government or other groups? Do they

interfere and try to stop development?

Nikhil : They do interfere, for example, there is a big dam that connects Jharkhand

and Orissa, which the Maoists have stopped. It is in the Maoist interest to prevent

development in the backward areas. Because if development takes place, the

accessibility of forces and Govt will increase and the whole power base that the Maoists

have built will be lost.

Jury : Are there any temples?

Nikhil : Yes, we do have a Sarna stal, where we pray and make sacrifices.

Jury : Do they come there and interfere?

Nikhil : Once in two-three months they do come. The Christians missionaries are

used by Maoists, and support them unofficially.

Jury : How much education have you received?

Nikhil : 10 + 2.

Jury : Do the values and traditions also change with conversion?
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Nikhil : Yes, they stop going to temples. Their clothing style also changes. They are

taking advantage of both being a tribal and a minority.

Jury : Does the Church run a school as well?

Nikhil : Yes, they run a school, dispensary etc. They give medicines for free in the

backward areas and after a day or two, they call them to Church promising more

medicines and people get carried away by it.

Jury : Are any Hindu organizations doing anything similar?

Nikhil : In 4-5 places there are, but the pastor's clout is so big that everyone is scared.

Like earlier we could do work in the open, now one has to be careful.

Jury : Any Government schools?

Nikhil : Yes.

Gadadhar Pradhan : I am from Tehsil Tersiya, Kandhamar district. My plot number

551 was forcibly taken over by Shri Digaal, a Christian. They've also forcibly taken the

land of two of my uncles. Land belonging to a lady called Promila was also taken over

by Digaal brothers to construct houses. I appeal to the Government, to help me get

back the land that rightfully belongs to me.

Jury : Are they Scheduled Tribes?

Gadadhar : Yes.

Pavitra Kanal : I belong to Kandhamaal, Tela Bali village. I am a Sanskrit teacher in

the Government High School. When there were riots in Kandhamaal, I was in the

school on 1st September. About 70 kms from the school (Bringya) there is a village

called Damang Padar, where some hooligans burnt some houses and in the same case,

I was arrested. They booked me under Section 404. On December 27 2010, there was

a judgement. The headmaster came as a witness and assured that I was in the school

on duty. The judge gave a verdict against me and sentenced me to 5 years in jail. I

stayed in jail for 50 days and on 15th Feb, I came out on bail from High Court. The

government suspended me and I still haven't been reinstated.

Jury : What were the charges against you?

Pavitra : Theft, robbery, burning of houses.

Jury : What incident do you think made them pull this off?

Pavitra : Previously, I used to teach in another govt school, in Barikhoma. There was
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a practice of cow slaughter, and I preached that killing cows is not a good thing. On

August 15, 2010, I protested against this and this is the background.

Jury : What do you want?

Pavitra : I want the Christians not to frame us under false cases.

(Anonymous)

Missionary people are absolutely shameless and have no ethics. They do whatever

they want, to meet their ends. In 2006, one of my Christian fellows approached me to

marry a Christian girl, provided I convert to Christianity. The Income Tax department

needs to check up on the Christian missionaries as they get funds from outside. In my

village Khopung, we have a resolution that anyone who converts to Christianity cannot

live in the village. In 2004, armed people entered the village Thanagong in Manglog

district, where the villagers were celebrating a festival called Nassangai. In this festival,

we put water/wine on the forehead of the new born. The armed forces started beating

them saying “why are you celebrating outdated culture and tradition. You should convert

to Christianity.” Such incidents are happening everyday and every moment in villages.

In my village, they filed a case in Human Rights Commission of Manipur. They lodged

an FIR against me. I defended myself and the case was gone.The chairman of HRC

was also a Christian. He directed the DGP that proper action should be taken against

the family.

Jury : What is your faith?

Anonymous : Our religion name is TRC.

Jury : Indigenous?

Anonymous : Yes. We worship to the mighty Gods.

Jury : What do you personify? Idols?

Anonymous : We have no idols. We have a symbol. There's a circle with the Universe,

there's a sun mark above and a moon mark below. We are the microscopic minority of

the minority. More than 99.6% are Christians among the tribals.

Jury: Anybody who does not follow your religion, is not allowed to live in the village?

Anonymous : Yes, we are losing numbers everyday, we are diminishing.

Jury: How many people are there in your tribe now?

Anonymous : In the whole belly there are 64 villages are there. Most of them are

Christian.
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Jury : How many in your village are non Christians?

Anonymous : Taking only tribals into account, non Christians are 20,000 out of 10 lakh

people.

Jury : How many Naga tribals?

Anonymous : In Manipur, there are 29 tribes and sub tribes, General category and

Muslim; altogether there are 31 communities.

Jury : Are you placed in the valley or the hills?

Anonymous : In the hills, all are tribals but it is now difficult to find people who are

following our religion.

Baikobhai Pawar : I live in Laangan village, in a backward area where there is a

Christian mission. Hindu tribals have Maboli maata and Waagdevi's festival. 3-4 days

before the festival, Christians burnt the area. We went to the police station but faced a

problem as to whom to file an FIR on. We couldn't complain against the Christians as

nobody would listen, in general.

There are 25-30 houses that belong to Christians and they wanted to construct a church

in the Gausar area. We told them that Gausar area is for the cows to graze and so not to

construct a church there. However, our friends who converted to Christianity gave away

their space to construct church. We have 2 churches in our village. When I was returning

from a bhajan in a nearby village called Hamla, 15 people surrounded me and asked,

“Why do you go for bhajans?” I told them it is a part of my culture and tradition. They

said they would break my legs if I entered a Church. I told them I had no intentions to

visit one.

The tribes celebrate the festival of Mahaoali Maata (stones) and Doongar Devi

every 2-3 years in the jungle. During such celebrations, the Christians say we are

doing evil and beat the people. Out of 311 villages, about 200 villages have Churches.

The maximum conversion takes place in Kotwadia, Bhil and Warli where tribes of the

most backward classes live.

Sunil Sohra : There are at least 400-500 Christian households. I was alone as I did not

want to get converted. They forced me to become a Christian. After three months

they let me go. I went to a close friend and told him what had happened to me. He told

me to come back to Hinduism, and said we're all together and we'll live together. So I

went with them and became a Hindu again. The Christians came and took away money

they gave me including interest.
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Jury : How much money was it?

Sunil : 500 rupees

Rameshwar Rathia : I am from Korba district, Chattisgarh and I belong to the Kanwar

caste. In Korba, there are many Hindus, and no one turned Christian. But in every

village the number of Christians has increased to about approximately 80 houses per

village. In the beginning, they made one house within a year and then they increased to

5 houses. In our village, they took away land. They threatened that the land where

there was a temple, was their land and that we should leave. They also brought a Court

order from Jabalpur and told us they had won the land, so we couldn't do anything.

They are asking us to join them.

Jury: How many houses?

Rameshwar : 150 houses that are Kanwar, in every village

Jury : Do you marry converts?

Rameshwar : We won't enter their houses or eat in their house. The Christians are all

outsiders.

Jury : You said they come from outside, do they come from Jharkhand?

Rameshwar : Yes. Jaspur, Luden, Sitagaon etc.

They take over reserve forests and start making their houses. They are landless people,

make a hut in the forest and take over. They meet the church people and with their

help and money, they make the village their own.

Jaamdari Riyang : I am from Mizoram. I didn't convert to Christianity but both my

children became Christians. I came to Tripura, but here also the Christians convert our

people enticing them with promises of incentives. Our culture, our traditions are all

getting destroyed.

Jury : Which district are you from?

Jaamdari : Kailasah

Jury : Your children have also converted as you said. How do they behave?

Jaamdari : They got converted when they were on the way to school. If the children

don't turn Christian, they fail them. There are no government schools there so they had

no choice. Now my son has come back to Hinduism.

Jury : You stay in Mizoram or Tripura?
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Nandini Pradhan : I am from Shisupanga village, Lamagya panchayat, Kandhamaal

district. When we go to Raika bazaar market, the Christians stop us and say we are not

allowed to use the route, so as Hindus we have to take the jungle route sometimes. If

we don't go to Raika we can't get food so it's important to use that route. But if we are

wearing sindoor, they tell us we are not allowed to use that road. In our village, when

we go to sell vegetables, they don't let us sell and take away vegetables and beat us.

When my husband went to ask why we were being stopped, they refused to answer

and just said Hindus are not allowed. They said Hindus should not be wearing sindoor.

In a nearby village, when a 9th standard child was coming from school a bomb exploded

near him. They have kept a lot of bombs close by. The child was badly hurt and had to

be taken to a hospital. I don't know what happened to him.

Ritemso Manyu : I am from Lohe district of Arunachal Pradesh. In 1993, in our

district, the local people and the Christians entered into an agreement in the District

Commissioner's office that they won't construct any more Churches in our district. But

today, using some freedom fighter's name, they constructed a Church. Since 2002,

they have constructed big churches (2-3 storeys big) and everyone is wondering where

the finances are coming from. In 2010, the Mismi tribe in the districts, students, leaders

and public started a movement that not allowing Churches in the area, but they are

violating the same. We wrote to the Deputy Commissioner's office everyday but got no

response. We called all the public and told them about the agreement, but we are at a

loss and do not know what to do. We were 4-5 leaders, and they claimed that it was

unconstitutional protest and arrested us.

After 2009, they called a meeting between the Christians and Mismi and said that they

will not make schools. They give clothes, medicines and take people to Church. In our

district 20,000 people and in Anjau district 18,000 people have converted, this is around

90%. We are unable to do anything. We campaigned openly with banners etc that they

are violating the agreement. Supreme Court had given a verdict that churches can't be

constructed without public consent, but they keep working. No one says anything and

if anyone does, people will turn against them. Their campaign is focussed on calling

Hindu Society a bad society; they say you don't even have one deity. They do not eat

at our houses and they alienate us. We do not know how to move forward. Poverty is

also affecting us.

Jury : Why did the agreement take place as far back as in 1993?

Ritemso : In the last 10 years, Christianity is spreading wildly and they are asking for

help to stop it. In 1993, there was an incident. A child was bitten by a snake and had to

be taken to hospital. But they refused to take him for medical aid and said they'll take
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care of her. She died, and because of that Mismi cultural and literary society asked for

this agreement. There are both Baptist and catholic churches; both came up in the last

2-3 years.

Ramji Orha : I am from Jharkand. Since we do not have a school in our village, I

studied in a Christian missionary school till class one. Then, I went to a nearby school

which is run by Pathani Mission, where I studied 2nd and 3rd standard. When I studied

in my village nothing had happened. But, when I went to study in the missionary school,

they said, “You study in a Christian missionary school, but you don't go to Church. If

you don't go to Church you must quit this school”.

Then I thought going to Church will be okay. So, I started going to church from 2nd

standard. I went to church for 2 years and did prayers too. Later, they asked if I have

started going to church, I said yes. They asked if my parents go to church, I said

no they don't go. They told me that there was no use if only I go to church when

my parents did not. They said since my parents did not go to church, I should leave

my studies.

It was a difficult time for me. With a lot of courage, I told my father that if I had to

continue my studies even he has to go to church. This was a problem to my father. He

asked me not to study there and said we cannot go church. I agreed to leave the

school. I completely cut off my line from them. There was a Sanskrit Vidya Kendra

for tribes. This was for the development of our culture. We have huge program that

happens on 5th of June to oppose the Christian missionaries in which people from

various castes participate.  Before 1964, only 25% used to be Christians, now 75% of

them have become Christians. We established Sarna Bhavan but the missionaries closed

it. They said this cannot happen inside the village and we must do this outside the

village. They said because they were educated they followed Christianity and as, we

were uneducated,  we followed such evil spirits.

Hetahyung Nune : I am from Burhanam village, Arunachal Pradesh. I follow our

indigenous religion that is called rakka...jelongrong rakka association. We have been

following our Naga way of life for centuries. We consider ourselves as one family in

our village. The problem started when Matasu Cambay/Kambay and his family were

forcefully converted to Christianity by Jironvanwaybay Best Bedouin Church of India.

A person who follows a religion other than our religions, must willingly move out of our

village as per our customary laws. But he ignores, disobeys and violates our village rule

with the support of missionaries (both financial support and physical support). We

were compelled to push him out of our village. The evangelist, pastor and the Christian
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missionaries reported the matter to Terrorist who threatened us at gun point. He himself

had signed an agreement that if he is converted to any other religion, he must willingly

move out of the village.

Jury: But that could not force you to change your decision.

Hetahyung : Yes. With the advice of Jironvaybay, on 30th June 2008 they filed a case

against our village for using what is secularism. Anil Kumar Bohra the deputy

commissioner of Tea Hills stood against us and ordered our village to give site to the

man by providing house. Our village panchayat and my father, the assistant GP of our

village, opposed the DC order, so they were arrested. On 28th august 2008 when we

came to rescue them then SP Deepank ordered lathicharge where many of Hindu

supporters and villagers were injured and hospitalized. On 15th September the case

was put up before the Guwahati High Court. But due to some communal clash in our

village the case is still pending. We request the forum of social justice to safeguard the

Indian people's cultural identity.

Tilyong Mirtong: I am from Meghalaya. I am on the behalf of Khasis community

who belong to traditional religion called Yam Khasi. We are facing problems from the

government and missionaries to our indigenous religions in Meghalaya. The religious

social organizations called the Khasis set up one of its schools in the year 1959, in

Mothopottra in western Khasi hills. On 22 April 1999, the government of Meghalaya

captured it, collaborated with church leader and changed the name from Singhasi/

Singkhasi school to Presbyterian school. In 1999 we challenged the District Court,

then the High court but nothing happened. Even in the school which is run by missionaries,

we were forced to read the Bible along with other subjects. Students who don't bring

The Bible are not allowed to attend the school. Bible is a compulsory subject.

Jury: You cannot attend the school without Bible?

Tilyong : Yes. We conduct cultural programs to deal with financial crisis of our

organization. We do not get any financial assistance from the government. When

Catholics and Presbyterians are capturing our religion, the government encourages

and gives money to them. In December 2010, the government of Meghalaya gave 15

lakhs to the Catholic Church encouraging capturing of our religious beliefs. In 2010,

when Sonia Gandhi visited Maoline in the Catholic Church, she gave 2 crores to the

Catholics.

Jury : Is she sending these funds to this one specific Church ... I mean is it to the one

specific Church or to the organization?

Tilyong : To one Church
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Jury : Mauline/Maoline?

Tlyong : Yes

Jury : Which year?

Tlyong : 2010

Jury : She gave to Catholic Church to run the tribal culture?

Tlyong : No, No, in Nagaland 18 crores have been given. The Chief Minister of

Nagaland has given 18 crores out of Sarva Siksha Abhiyaan and lots more money in

the form budget or by making a budget to Church in three years. In fact the Government

of Uttar-Purvanchal (North East), in the name of Sarva Shiksa Abhiyaan and other

social activities provide lots of money to Church which is spent for conversion and

other illegal activities. It is all recorded. In Nagaland's assembly when the opposition

party when questioned the Chief Minister he gave all this in writing.

Tlyong : Even the government of Meghalya recognizes us as the custodian of Khasi

community. One of the leaders of our organization was kidnapped by Militants from his

residence in Shilong on 1st March 2001. Though, the government has given the case to

CBI till now nothing happened to us. One of our leaders is a columnist who writes

facts about involvement of Christians with Militants of the North Eastern States. They

threatened to kill him. During this year Khasi community in Vibhoye district faced

problems created by Church organizations. Even the Government declined to give SC

status to people in Vibhoye district though most of them practice indigenous religions.

But the Khasis who have converted to Christianity enjoy dual status both: minority and

Schedule Tribe.

Buddhu Ram Munda - I am from Sambhalpur district, Orissa. My district is fully

inhabited by tribals - Mundas, Hariya and Oramb. From past few years Christianity is

spreading there. Chapels are being built in various villages. In my native place which is

about 17 Km from Sambhalpur district, known as Puliya/Phuliya that comes under

Shasan police station, there is a Shiva temple. My family members often visit this

temple. In 2010 on Kartika Purnima, a Bhajan Mandali went to that village. Many

doctors, professors and respected people of the city went to take part in the religious

singing and rituals. There were a few people around 60-70 who reside in that village

and belong to Baptist church. The Christian boys were given liquor by the Christian

people and asked them to go into the religious singing program to sing movie songs.

When they refused, a clash took place. In this clash at one side there were a few

Christians and on the other side there was the entire village. This case was registered

in Shasan police station. After about 2 days I went to Shasan police station to resolve
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the issue through a compromise. So now my family consisting mainly of females is

being harassed and disturbed day and night. This is because of Christianity, which is

spreading here. People are being forced to adopt Christianity.

Anjali Malik - I am from Kichhinda panchayat in Sambhalpur. There is a forest from

which we used to get fruits, flowers etc but the Christians have destroyed it. We are

living there from a long time but we are not getting any right to use the land. The

Christians who have settled there after us cultivate the land by showing some

forged documents.

Audience: The Christian father and brothers are acting like contractors and cutting

the trees while their goons/henchmen protect them. They are Christian Maoists. In this

way the Christian Father has become like a Mafia and along with these goons clears

the forests to settle Christian people there. In forest areas this should not be done.

Indigenous people are living there from more than 100 years while these people who

have come 2 or 2 and half years before are settling down there. In 2009 a forest law

has been passed and these Christian people are utilizing this law to get patta or piece of

land for themselves, and made the indigenous people leave the place.  These indigenous

people are there living in fear while these people have built house inside the forest; and

we people are doing nothing about it except talking about save tiger or save lion. This

is a misuse of the forest right act. It is mahul or mahua, another forest product is tul

which is crushed to make oil. Bidi patta or tendu leave are the forest product on which

the indigenous people have birth right, but these have been controlled by the Christians.

And when these indigenous people go to claim their right they beat them up and shoo

them away.

Bipin Gowala – I am from Tinsukhia district, Assam. This is about the incident that

took place in 1990 when I was 13 years of age. Baptist church's missionary came to

my house and forced me to convert to Christianity. My father was ill that time, then the

missionary said we will get well if I joined but we refused. My father died after that.

Then again that Missionary came and forced my mother to convert. I told that missionary

if we brought my father back to life, we will convert. They said it is not possible. I then

asked that missionary not to incite our Hindu people for conversion after which they

left. But again in 1991 that missionary converted two houses into Christianity by giving

money. They again approached me for conversion but I asked them, "Is there anything

in Christianity that can make a dead person come alive again?" The missionary people

said no. I asked them whey they then say “Come to Jesus and you will not die”, Unable

to answer, we left. There are about 25 thousand people in my village Kumarpatti. In 2007

total number of Christians was 3500. In 2011 the number of Christians has crossed 4500.
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Prashanti Pradhan – I am from Madikiya village, Chantchadi post office, Kandhamal

District.  The Christians take away goats, hens and cattle from our tribal people's

houses and eat. Even if we protest, no action takes place against them. The land piece

or patta that belonged to tribals are occupied by them. These Christians filed false

charges against us about the communal clash. When on 29th the case was heard, they

charged us as the people who incited the violence and burnt their houses.  We don't

know about the case. They are putting false charges on us.

Phooroahlihana - I have come from Mizoram, and I am a teacher and teach Mizo

religion. In 1966 I started Christian missionary/evangelic work and in 1974. I realized

that Christianity is not my religion, and then I started to tell people about our indigenous

religion. I was expelled from Christian the community/evangelic work in 1981. Along

with me, many others were also expelled from the Christian community. God told me

about my indigenous religion hence in the interest of my country and community I

stood firm in support of my indigenous religion. Christianity destroyed our culture.

Therefore to bring back our original religion/culture we are working hard. I have started

Nunghluan group along with some people. Due to the grace of god we have been living

and our religion began to appeal to the Mizo people. However, they fear from following

the religious path we are showing to them.

Audience: How many Mizo Dushai (indigenous religion) followers are there with

you?

Phooroahlihana: I cannot give the exact number as we all are spread in different

places like Manipur, Burma etc. But roughly the number will be more than 5000.

Audience : Have all these people reconverted back into their indegenious religions?

Phooroahlihana: Yes. As I already mentioned due to the grace of God we came back

to our original religion.

Audience: Who do you believe in?

Phooroahlihana: We believe directly in God. We don't worship anything of this world

but the God who created sun and moon. We pray in the form of truthfulness, honesty

and so forth.

Dantui Jelyong : I am from Singhona village, Parenh district. I am the general secretary

of Jelyongdongharakaihol Organization, Nagaland. We all know India is a secular country,

but the word secular is very complicated in some parts of my state. Nagaland is a

Christian state, thus we are a minority population, we the youth wing that is

Jelyongdonghara's Youth Organization is actively taking initiatives to strengthen, to
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propagate and protect our old age tradition that is Haraka. In the year 2005, the Christian

organization known as Jaloketong Women Welfare Society, the Christians' Women's

Wing forced open the doors of Kalonki temple. They entered our temple with their

foot-wear. According to my religion Haraka, Kalonki temple is a holy place and people

should not enter with foot wear. They tore Maddhu, (rice wear hassaul). They wanted

to destroy our rich culture, taking advantage of poverty and illiteracy. Thus, our youth-

wing wanted to do something to show our strength. In that way we organized a protest

to fight for our rights since this Kolanki is not meant for such people to enter and do

whatever they want. There was a big quarrel among the Harakas and Christians. We

submitted a memorandum to the Chief Minister and the Governor of Nagaland but

there was no action taken from the government. Out of approximately a 19 lakh

population, a mere 10,000 of them are Harakas. Though we are less in population, we

are very active because of the Jelyongdongharakaihol Organisation. They took away

Jury : It will be interesting to read out the agreement-

Hetahyung : Office of the village development committee Borough Hannam

Tea Hills Teflon, We the following signatories living permanently and

peacefully in this village Borough Hannam Tea Hills (NC Hills) following

our own james/gaimes Nagas ways of life for centuries in the matter of

social, economic, political and religious beliefs do hereby:

1. Condemn the recent move of some unwanted outsider peoples to derail

us from our time honoured tradition, culture and religion.

2. We have respect for all other religions; traditions etc. but we hold our

own as the best.

3. We are not least prepared to accept deviation from our own religion and

social practices. We beg to reaffirm our total consent to the above there

are the cases where the renegades converted to religions other than

ours willingly moved out of the village and its boundaries.

4. We most emphatically declare that anyone giving up our own ways and

accepting harbouring converted to other religion etc shall not be allowed

at any cost in this village or in its vicinities. Because such villainess

elements tend to misguide those here live.

Place: Borough Hannam village

Signed by.........
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all the Maddhu pots (hassaul) and threw them away. When our people came to take

the pots which have been taken away by the Christian Women's Wing, they said without

the payment of 50 rupees each they cannot get back their pots. They humiliated us in

this manner. With Nagaland being a Christian state, we see foreign liquor, drugs, ganjas

(marijuana), which are all doing the business here. We indigenous people, Harakas are

not doing all this business; these are being done by our Christian brothers and sisters.

They are torturing the people, copying foreign culture. Due to Westernization, Nagaland

is totally contrary to out terms of  living, culture, customs and traditions. The state

government has declared Nagaland a dry state. Christian missionaries do illegal

businesses and also convert people.

Jury : 19 lakh people had become Christian and only 10,000 did not convert. What

holds these 10,000 people from converting? Who gave you the power to refuse

conversion into Christianity?

Dantui : This is the religion which I am following. It is a traditional religion, social and

civic religion, propounded by our great freedom fighter Hipojandangdanima. The aim

of this religion is to preserve and protect our culture.  This is the only way to reach

God. Christianity is not an Indian religion. So we want to follow, preserve our own

religion.

Jury : In every community there are certain elements/convictions that make people

not to convert. Do you not drink whisky or liquor?

Dantui : We drink local liquor, not foreign liquor. This local liquor is meant for prayer.

Jury : Are there any who have reconverted to traditional religion?

Dantui : Yes there are some… still there are more who want to come back.

Jury : According to your estimate, after one year how many would come back to

indigenous religion (from Christianity)?

Dantui : According to my estimate about 10 to 20 families will come back.

Jury : This means that they are now in the process of coming back?

Dantui : Yes they are.

Jury : What was the population of the Harakas earlier?

Dantui : Before the arrival of the British, all of Nagaland was Haraka.

Jury : What was this illegal business you were mentioning earlier?

Dantui : Foreign liquor, drugs, narcotics...

Jury : And this is done by?
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Dantui : By the Christians, in Dimapur, Kohima and so on, these illegal businesses are

done by those Christian communities.

Jury : In Nagaland, people do drink. How then did it became a dry state?

Dantui : Due the Christians…

Kalsingh Gadariya – I am from Baswada district, Rajasthan. Once my grandfather

fell ill, he had a stone in his urinary system. People suggested that we go for an operation,

some suggested visiting the church. There are two churches (Catholic and Protestant).

When the pastor of the Protestant Church came to know about this, he came and said

that operation will be expensive, therefore he asked us to meet another pastor named

Virsingh in Sewanagar village. He said, he knew a medicine which if used would cure

this problem. Then I went to meet the pastor who knew beforehand about my visit. He

came to our house and gave a stone. It is believed that this stone comes from a particular

fish and if crushed and mixed with water and given to the patient the stone automatically

melts down. I made my grandfather drink it but nothing happened even after 4-5 days.

Finally, we went to the hospital and took medicines. The pastor came again and told us

that if we use this stone with prayers only it will be effective. Then he began to come

to my house to perform prayers and even invited people from neighbourhood to take

part; and began to give medicine to my grandfather. Gradually he began to say that you

have anxiety and tension in your house, but if you believe in one god then you can attain

success in all works. He said that it is written in the Bible and that, if you have even a

little faith in Jesus then, you can move mountains. He asked my grandfather to keep

faith; only then his health problems will be cured. He also asked us to remove all the

photos of Lord Rama, Lord Krishna etc, from our house because they are responsible

for anxiety and tension in the house. We followed all his instructions and removed the

photos, but there was no improvement. At last, we took my grandfather to the hospital

where he underwent an operation and finally was relieved from his health problem.

The pastor continued to visit our house and maintained good relations. He said your

grandfather's health improved because of medicines and prayers.

On Christmas, he invited my grandfather to church and baptised him there. In this way

they misguided my family. Gradually, we gave up all this and they do not come to our

house anymore.

Jury: So you did not convert?

Kalsingh : No we did not convert.

Jury: How is your grandfather now?
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Kalsingh: He is alright.

Jury: How many Christian tribals are there?

Kalsingh: There are around 5% Christian tribals, and they are increasing slowly.

Jury : What is the name of your village?

Kalsingh : Amalipada village.

Jury : District?

Kalsingh : Baswada

Jury : How many families are there in your village?

Kalsingh : Around 300 families.

Jury : How many are Christians?

Kalsingh :  About 60 families.

Jury : How many churches are there in Amalipada?

Kalsingh :  There are three churches, one Catholic and two Protestant.

Jury : How many temples are there in Amalipada?

Kalsingh : There are four Hindu temples, mostly of Hanuman.

Jury : The community is divided into two groups, one which is converted and one

which is not, so do they make marriage relations with each other or not?

Kalsingh : Rarely does it take place. Christians try to make such relations with the

family of the head of village or other village elites.

Vaimanababu : I am from Bankur village, Vishaka district, Andhra Pradesh. According

to me, this religion came in due to education; by influencing children through music and

other attractive subjects. In Serabailu village, Christians took the land with a promise

that they will develop some industry in the interest of tribals, but so far nothing has

happened. Dumariguda is a tribal welfare school run by government. The Principal of

this school invites Christian missionaries to hold prayers on Sunday in the school to

influence students to convert into Christianity. Finally, we threatened the Principal to

stop this otherwise a complaint will be filed against him, he then stopped these activities.

In Baaden also the Christians took land from the tribals with a promise that their children

will be provided free education and free houses; but after some time the Christian

school began to charge a fee. A tribal girl wrote to the sub-collector and asked to return
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back the land of her father on which the school was built. This application is still

pending.

They also influence people by providing health facilities in the Saint Jones Hospital,

where many people go. They are asked to believe in Jesus for good health.

During tribal festivals, Christians deliberately disturb the functions by playing loud music.

There is a mountain, called Koldkudavarsha. During rains, a part of the mountain fell

down due to landslides. When people began to move out to save their lives, the Christian

missionaries asked them to stay back saying Jesus will protect them, but nothing happened

and about 6-7 people died.

Subramaniyam : I am from Tamil Nadu. Tribes like Thodas, Khotas, Padagal, Paniyar,

Yelular, Murukudumar, and Portnaikas live in Nilgiri district. The tragedy is that there

are more than 400 Christian missionaries, i.e. 'Christian Trusts'.

Jury : Trusts?

Subramaniyam : Yes, Trusts.

Jury : What is the population?

Subramaniyam : Population of Padagal community is nearly 2 lakhs, and that of the

other six communities are nearly five thousand.

Jury : Where are the four hundred 'Trusts'? What is the population of that area? How

many are Christians?

Subramaniyam: Total population of Nilgiri is 2.5 lakhs. Christians in Padagal community

is 10%. Almost 90% of the private schools are being maintained by the Christians.

Because of the climatic conditions all the foreigners including French, Germans etc are

living there. But the 400 missionaries are doing only conversions with the money coming

from foreign aids. Those who are going to Christian schools are forced to convert and

read the Bible. They also refuse Hindu students to put tilak etc. Nearly 800 churches

are there in Nilgiri district.

Jury : Does Government also help?

Subramaniyam : Yes, Government also helps the Christian missionaries.

Jury : Does the Government also help government employees and administrators?

Subramaniyam : In the name of Minority they are helping them. In Padaga village,

people were celebrating their festival by going in procession. In that village there is
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only one Christian family and they created problems. The police arrested only these

tribal community people.

Ooty is a major tourist place; there all the land is owned by rich people. Lands are

purchased at very low rates because of which these tribes are going outside from their

origin place; because there is no job opportunity.

Jury: The land has been purchased at very low rates?

Subramaniyam: Yes the land is being purchased at very low rates.

Jury: Purchased by whom?

Subramaniyam: Purchased by Christians and even some other outsiders.

Jury: Outsiders are Hindus?

Subramaniyam: Both…

Jury: What is the total population?

Subramaniyam: 8 lakhs

Jury: How many Christians?

Subramaniyam: More than 20% are Christians. In the Padaga tribe community, which

accounts for 2 lakh people, 10% are Christians.

Jury: When did these conversions start taking place?

Subramaniyam: The first conversion was in 1946.

Jury: When did it accelerate? Were there more number of conversions during the

DMK government's tenure?

Subramaniyam: Yes, maybe.

Jury: The 400 Trusts are run by whom?

Subramaniyam: Christian missionaries.

Jury: With 20% population?

Subramaniyam: Yes, sir.

Jury: What is the Hindu population? What kinds of activities do the Hindus

participate in?

Subramaniyam : There are only 10% of activities done by the Hindus. But recently

we at Nilgiri have started forum for the Padagal tribe. They are working against Christian

conversion.
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Audience : Are children educated in Missionary schools?

Subramaniyam : Yes, because in government schools there are no sufficient teachers,

infrastructure etc.

Marguti : I am from Adilabad district, Andhra Pradesh and I belong to the Pradhan

sub-tribe. In my village, there are 120 houses out of which 60 are of Pradhan sub-tribe.

Out of these 60, except my family all others have converted to Christianity. Now, I am

concerned about my brothers, sisters, and other relatives who no longer take part in

traditional rituals, festivals and prayers. Recently on Raakhi festival when I invited my

sister, named Devabani to come to my house she did not come. In fact she has converted

to Christianity under her husband and in-laws influence. I have four brothers, three are

still Hindu while one converted to Christianity and became a pastor.

Audience : In Christianity, does everyone have a right to become a pastor?

Marguti : Everyone has a right. My brother abuses the traditional gods and rituals. He

says our god is false asks me to convert to Christianity.

Those who have converted are made to write books in local languages like Telugu

about Christianity and Jesus as they think by using local languages they can convert

more people. I dare to stay in my own religion though some people threaten me.

Audience : Are terrorist activities prevelant in the Adilabad area?

Marguti : Yes, there is Naxal influence.

Ram Lal Francis: I am the President of Poor Christian Liberation Movement and I

represent the Dalit Christians. Conversion and religious proselytization is not new in

India. From the time of Robert De Nobili it increased very fast. From about 1830

onwards, missionariesmade tribals their target for conversion. Caste, untouchability

and discrimination were not present in tribal communities. No one can deny the fact

that the tribals were converted by the Christian missionaries to address the tribal problems

like Zamindar system, education and other issues. During post independence the

conversion of tribal became more rapid and the major reason was that when the

Constitution Committee was formed, it gave a reservation right to the tribals. In Hindu

oppressed communities, reservation was given but it is also maintained that if a Dalit

Hindu converts, the reservation rights will not be given to him, but it is not the case with

tribals who even convert to some other religion. They will still continue to enjoy the

reservation. The Christian missionaries took advantage of this situation and therefore

the success that they could not get among the Dalits, they were able to get among the

tribals. 12% of the total population of Catholics stays in Chotta Nagpur region. In
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Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Orissa, large scale conversions have taken place. The

biggest harm this conversion has caused is to the tribal culture and society.

The Christian tribals are also experiencing the disadvantages of this conversion. The

recent survey of Catholics show that 91.47% maid servants in Delhi from Jharkhand,

Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh and Orissa are tribal Christians; and only 1.3% is

associated with Sabana community. It means that converted tribals have failed to

manage their own culture and traditions due to which they have been divided into two

groups: first, the educated tribal Christians - these educated tribal Christians have

developed a creamy layer. They have managed to get higher government posts like

Police Commissioner, IPS, IAS and various posts in Ministry, but the daughters of their

own brothers, who are still in villages, are coming to cities and working as house maids.

Hence unrest is developing among the tribal Christians towards the church. Second,

the 'Church' is now using religion to suppress the problems and issue of these people.

Wherever conversion takes place, clashes also take place.

In Nagaland, 90% of people have converted to Christianity. In 2009 the Catholic Bishop

of Nagaland went to United Nations and requested for protection from Baptists

Christians. It is because, the Baptists were converting the Catholics to Baptism. It is

called sheep-stealing. Even Church is aware of the bad effects of conversion. Within

India daily around 50 thousand sheep-stealing incidents take place. According to another

estimate, in the whole world everyday 10 lakhs sheep-stealing takes place. Church is

known as an imperialist power and its aim is to create its own empire, and for that

empire, India is the best place as it is a soft target. All the conflicts/clashes as a result

of conversions are being used by Church in its own interest. For example in Kandhamal,

the clash between Kand and Pana took place; the church gave it a communal colour.

It also rejected the report of Justice S. C. Mahapatra. In Karnataka, riots took place

and Church rejected the report of Justice Som Sekhara. Church has gained mastery in

rejecting all the reports against it. Now government is going to bring Communal Violence

Bill. This bill has been prepared by National Advisory Council.

Poverty and backwardness are some of the reasons behind conversion of the tribals.

While preparing development programmes at state-level, we should address their

greivances related to education, health and so on. The church has an effective access

to media. For example, even a small incident like “a Padari hit by a Hindu riding a

bicycle” can be made big inter-state news by the Padari within 10 minutes. According

to one report, more than 80% of India's media is controlled by the Church - WCC,

Baptist Church, and Norton Church. So we should create our own communication

network through which we can put forward our views before people.
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Jagdambe Jalal : I am from Nagaland. In Manipur in 2001, 18 people were killed and

it was nowhere in the news. North-eastern people continue to die. I got an opportunity

to stay with a noted historian and parliamentarian of Manipur who had been at the post

of Dean in Manipur University's History Department. He told me he had wasted his

life by remaining in the politics. He said he should have joined the Kalyaan Asharam

movement earlier. I am a student of Kalyaan Ashram Movement. He told me that he

had seen Islam, Christianity, Hindu society and those working in the tribal organizations;

we have everything but, in the name of faith we are forced into false religions. The

people of different tribes have been struggling to save their culture and tradition. They

have struggled against colonial government, with the Muslims and after 1947, in

Independent India their struggles have become tougher.

Audience : Which professor are you talking about?

Jagadambe : Professor Ganumayikame. He said that though our culture has everything,

but we still fail to counter Islam. What is our weakness? Christians ask us “Where are

your Bibles, Jesus and Church?" Then for example, the Nangumaya Committee says

that our god is Tinkayababu, temple is Kalonki, and our religion is Pingtoairanguan.

When they ask us about sacred book, we fail to show them anything. They ask questions

like, "In how many villages is Kalonki temple present?" Have you recently constructed

it? Where was it before?" We fail to answer these questions. They ask about the

concept of our god but we fail again. We can not claim Ramayana and Mahabharata

as being ours and we don't have our own book so we fail to answer their questions.

Even though some tribes have created answers to all these, they still fail to counter

them, as they have literature, money, resources and even terrorists with them.

The church that works in Nagaland has the support of people of America, France,

Germany, Vatican etc. which we lack. Here we are fighting against conversion. In our

village, it is clear that if anyone converts he cannot live within the village and when we

attempt to implement it they fight with us. We get tired due to continuous struggle; they

get police support while we don't even get the support of Hindu society. But the Kalyaan

Ashram has helped us in a limited way to come out of such weaknesses and in our

struggle, the support of Kalyan Ashram, its people and other related organizations

increase our strength. To begin a school called Karuna, a piece of land had been given

by Hindus of that area. It is an agreement in that village that for development work no

one will refuse to give land. If anyone refuses the village committee will punish that

person. But Rio, the wife of Nagaland's Chief Minister refused to give the land and

said,”To build a school of devil I will not give my land”. She being the Chief Minister's

wife nothing had happened. In that village there are 200 Angami Hindu families who

decided that they would go to the place to run bulldozer along with arms like guns and
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sickle. From each family two young boys; totally around 500 persons went with arms

like guns. On the other side there came thousands of Christian people. Then under the

protection of 500 Angami Hindus the bulldozer worked there. All the Christians gradually

moved back as they knew we had the support of some organizations and they did not

dare to fight with us. So in this way, we have been successful, in most of the incidents.

Once NSCIM, a Naga group gave a notice to the social activists of our organization to

leave Nagaland otherwise they will be killed. We closed the school for three months

and spread the news that due to Christian missionaries and NSCIM we had to close

the school. It infuriated the Hindus who were prepared to fight back because if many

Christian schools can function then why is a single Hindu school being targeted? Due

to this NSCIM took back their threat. Then our activists went there after three months

and opened the school. Now the school is functioning there. Hence, wherever

organizations provide support people have received strength.

All villages continued to struggle against British to protect their culture and religion.

Now the villagers are becoming conscious and saying in spite of the threats of NSCIN

and missionaries they will work for the progress of our village. Church earlier misguided

the Nagas, but now through internet, TV, newspapers etc, knowing about the different

people of the world how they are saving their culture and religion, Nagas have developed

love for their religion.

No Naga ever wanted to convert but Church built a NSC movement and in 1978 -80

NSCIM was created, then in 1988 it was divided, and in 1990 NSC was further divided;

and in this way all the terrorist organizations were divided into various parts. Hence

insurgency became a big business involving huge money. Church is also doing a business

in it and created a forum of Naga reconciliation. Now Nagas have realized that their

interests lie within Hindu society of India. They are witnessing the bad condition of

Christianity in Bangladesh, China and construction of Hindu temples in Britain and

America; transforming of churches into gurudwaras. The whole world is being influenced

by India and Hindu culture and religion whereas we in India are abusing it. However it

will not continue for long. The church instigates all kinds of group clashes, whether it

was dimasa-karghi clash, dimasa-jenmi clash, garo-ragha clash, jimasa-marah clash

etc. In this way church made many thousands of people homeless and destroyed crores

of property. In fact due to insurgency there is no industry in Nagaland and Naga youth

depend upon the funds provided by central government.

Vasamalli : I am from Chhotthi community; we have our own language known as

Toda language. We are from Nilgiri hills and are ancient people. Our population is just

3000 people. Out of 3000, some families were converted in 19th century. But after the
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year 2000, suddenly the number of churches has risen in my village. These are in fact

small houses and unqualified fathers are appointed there. These people distribute Bibles

and calendars. There are some 500 families there. They are recording the dates of

birth of people and celebrating their birthdays. In this way they are counting numbers

in their favour by just recording the number of families having Bibles and so forth. It is

a serious matter as our ancient culture is vanishing.

Ritenshumanu : I belong to Arunachal Pradesh. In our state day by day the western

culture is increasing. We are under their pressure; they threaten us. All the friends

from North-eastern states want freedom to practice their culture and traditions freely

but they have not got that opportunity so far. We need safety and protection from

Christian domination. I appeal to government representatives to provide safety to practice

our culture and traditions.

Tamtavijeenu : I am from kohi, Nagaland. Church is reported to be involved in

instigation in north eastern state; and is involved in many incidents. Thousands of

houses were burnt down, 50 thousand people including pregnant ladies, minor girls and

boys; and propery worth crores of rupees was destroyed by the church. It was instigated

by the church because social disturbances and chaos are the best opportunities for

large scale conversion by providing relief materials. Still it is a great surprise that

Archbishop of Guwahati was recommended by the church to the Noble Committee

for Noble Peace Prize.

Murari Lal : Conversion is taking place rapidly in this country. There is a big lobby for

it. In Jashpur and Bilashpur region of Chhattisgarh conversion has been rapid and

around 40% people have been converted. I met a young person who preaches

Christianity. He told me those who come to Jesus Christ will go to heaven. I told him

the population of this country is 100 crores out of which roughly 7-8% is Christians. I

told him, there is another religion and if we count their population with Christian's

population that will be 15%. Now 85% are left; 15% are going to heaven then will the

rest 85% go to hell? He said he did not mean that the rest of the people will go to hell.

I told him, though he did not say it, his views implied that only. We are tribals and

worship nature and we should propagate it.

Jainchhangam : I am from Sohi village, Assam. I am an ex-editor of HSCO, i.e.

Haram Socio-Cultural Organization. The Christians collaborate with terrorists, threaten
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us and suppress us. They told me not to work with this organization otherwise there

will be bad consequences. In my village there is one evangelist, who on every Sunday

comes to our village and weeps. When villagers asked him what happened, he said he

was weeping for the Hindus as they are going to hell and are going to die. People

in the village are illiterate and so the Christians have been able to corrupt them and

convert them.

Shri Anusuriya V K : The tribal people of our country are simple, plain and honest;

and this is the reason why the Christian missionaries persuade them to convert. If a

person is forced to convert then he can seek legal help. In spite of having clause 1889,

Schedule Caste and Tribe Exploitation laws, our tribal brothers and sisters are being

exploited either socially or economically or by converting them into Christianity. There

is a legal clause that if a Schedule Caste person converts into another religion and

leaves his own religion, he will not be entitled to get Reservation; but this did not

happen with Schedule Tribes. About 10% of India's population belongs to Schedule

Tribes. The population of Schedule Tribes is 10 crores; out of this 2 crores have

converted to Christianity.  The Schedules Tribes are taking all the benefits while those

who have not converted are not getting any reservation benefits.

Kanji Bhai Patel : Exploitation by those who have converted and by those who

converted them has become a regular phenomenon. Christian missionaries took benefit

from our poverty and simplicity and made inroads in backward regions of our country.

The people of the tribal and hilly areas are compelled to live a hard life because basic

facilities are not available there.




